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An increasing number of Canadian organizations – employers, volunteer managers, educational institutions, licensing bodies and governments – are incorporating police record checks into their hiring and management practices. This report examines the Canadian legal regulation of these practices and the available social science evidence regarding the utility and impact of conducting police record checks. In the course of our research we conducted interviews with individuals from a wide range of organizations that request record checks. Our research was also informed by contact with over one hundred Canadians regarding the impact that record checks have had on their lives.

There is no clear or consistent definition of a “criminal record” in Canadian law, and existing legislation establishes only a patchwork of partial regulation. There are statutes that set clear limits on the disclosure of certain records, including less serious findings of guilt, youth records and, upon application, some convictions. Local and federal police databases, however, store not only a history of criminal convictions but also details about mental health apprehensions, 911 calls, casual police contact, unproven allegations, withdrawn charges and acquittals (“non-conviction records”). In many jurisdictions, these non-conviction records are frequently disclosed on police record checks. Most employees are not covered by existing privacy legislation. Human rights statutes provide varied levels of protection, at times prohibiting discrimination against pardoned convictions, while leaving those with non-conviction records open to unfair treatment. Because of these and other gaps in Canadian law, depending on where a person lives, receiving an acquittal or having a withdrawn charge can be more personally and professionally damaging than a formal finding of guilt.

Our research suggests that Canadian employers and volunteer managers regularly require applicants to provide record checks during the application process. Organizations appear generally risk averse. Some simply have zero-tolerance policies, requiring applicants to provide an absolutely clean record check. Others will say they exercise some discretion but will nonetheless err on the side of requesting more information and turning away individuals where there is any perceived
link between the entry on the police record and the position. Awareness of the legal restrictions on requesting and using police record checks is limited; based on our interviews, even the clear legal provisions that are in place to limit the use of vulnerable sector checks – the most invasive form of police record check – are being contravened.

Our interviews also revealed a general perception that a police record check is a useful risk-mitigation tool – that it will help screen out “bad” people and keep organizational assets and vulnerable clients safe. The available social science evidence, however, does not support this assumption. The academic research that has been done to date has found that past criminal convictions are not correlated with a likelihood to commit a work-related offence in the future. Moreover, these studies focus only on the predictive value of convictions; an enormous range of circumstances may give rise to a non-conviction record, making their utility in employee screening even more questionable.

This growing reliance on police record checks has significant collateral consequences that are damaging on multiple fronts. On a personal level, individuals who have paid their debt to society find that they are facing years of social and economic exclusion. Those who called 911 for medical assistance or faced baseless allegations are being excluded from school, denied employment and isolated from their communities on the basis of old non-conviction records and police contact. On a societal level, placing increased and unnecessary barriers in front of individuals who are seeking employment, education or volunteer experience is counterproductive. For those who have committed a crime, employment – along with the social networks and economic stability that work provides – increases the likelihood of successful rehabilitation and reintegration.

The current legal lacunae largely leave it to requesting organizations and local police services to decide what should be disclosed, to whom, and under what circumstances. Organizations are generally risk averse. Numerous police services across the country, concerned about protecting vulnerable individuals and about potential liability for not sharing seemingly relevant information, have moved towards greater disclosure. Employers and volunteer managers are similarly concerned about protecting vulnerable individuals and organizational assets and are also worried about potential liability for not requesting all available information – and not acting upon information if something is disclosed. Ultimately, it is left up to the individual with some type of notation on their record to find a job, to explain why the police were called to the house four years ago, or to try to navigate complex bureaucratic systems to suppress or expunge their non-conviction record.
The time has come for our provincial, territorial and federal governments to address this issue. There is no evidence that broad use of criminal records materially reduces the risk of crime or violent offences in the workplace. To the contrary, systemic barriers to employment undermine the significant efforts and resources put into reintegration and ultimately prejudices community safety. The widespread release of non-conviction records runs counter to the presumption of innocence; violates individuals’ privacy; and leads to discriminatory, stigmatizing exclusion from employment, education and community opportunities. The bottom line is that widespread, unnecessary police record checks do not contribute to public safety; they undermine it. The following recommendations – both short- and long-term – are aimed at reintroducing perspective and balance to the societal use of police record checks.

**Recommendations**

1. **To provincial, territorial and federal governments**

   1.1 Governments should legislatively prohibit the disclosure of non-conviction records for criminal record and police information checks.

   1.2 Governments should introduce legislation based on British Columbia’s *Criminal Records Review Act*, establishing centralized bodies to conduct vulnerable sector screening and evidence-based risk assessments. These bodies should provide screening services for all positions that would qualify for a vulnerable sector check.

   1.3 Human rights statutes across the country should be amended to clearly prohibit discrimination on the basis of police contact, non-conviction records and criminal records of conviction.

   1.4 Provincial and territorial privacy statutes across the country should be amended to provide privacy protection for applicants, employees and volunteers not already covered by existing provincial or federal privacy statutes.

   1.5 It is in the public interest for individuals with a criminal record to have the fullest opportunity for employment. Governments should critically review legislative provisions that permit or require police record checks, as well as government grants and contracts that require the recipient organization to conduct police record checks. Recent federal amendments that further restricted Canadians’ access to record suspensions should be repealed.
2. To police services and police service boards

2.1 Police services should not disclose non-conviction information on criminal record and police information checks.

2.2 Until recommendation 1.2 is adopted, there should be a strong presumption against the disclosure of any non-conviction information on vulnerable sector checks. Non-conviction information should be disclosed only in exceptional circumstances where there are reasonable grounds to believe that disclosure of this information will mitigate an identifiable risk to public safety.

2.3 Police services should bring existing policies into compliance with the intent of federal legislation governing police records, including the Youth Criminal Justice Act, the Criminal Records Act and the Criminal Code.

3. To businesses and not-for-profit organizations

3.1 Organizations should critically assess whether current record check practices are necessary. The majority of positions should not require any form of record check, and in general only individuals who are in ongoing, unsupervised positions of trust with or power over the vulnerable sector should be subject to a vulnerable sector search.

3.2 Checks that may disclose applicants’ mental health information and history of police contact are highly privacy invasive and likely contravene Canadian privacy law, where applicable. They should not be utilized.

3.3 Organizations offering positions that do warrant a criminal record or vulnerable sector check should develop detailed, clear, written guidelines. The full policy should be public and available to all applicants, and criminal record checks should be requested only once a conditional offer of employment has been extended.

4. To third-party record check companies

4.1 Third-party record check companies should enhance transparency and clarity; fully comply with the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act and provincial privacy statutes; and end services that provide or facilitate access to non-conviction records.
5. To privacy commissioners and human rights commissions and tribunals

5.1 The development, interpretation and application of privacy and human rights law should take into consideration the most recent social science evidence regarding the dubious value of police record checks as a workplace screening tool.

5.2 Where a privacy commissioner has the authority to initiate its own investigations, it should consider investigating the collection, use and disclosure of both conviction and non-conviction information for employment purposes by organizations within its jurisdiction.
I. INTRODUCTION

Reading the primary Canadian laws governing the disclosure of criminal records, the intent appears to be clear and consistent. Youth, first-time offenders and those who commit minor criminal offences are not to be saddled with a criminal record.\(^1\) Those who are subject to the most serious penalty – formal criminal conviction by a fine or custodial sentence – may, after time has passed, be granted a record suspension if they have not been involved in any criminal activity in the interim.\(^2\) At least on paper, Canada has created a system where those who have the least individual culpability and the greatest chance of getting their lives “back on track” will generally not be branded with a criminal record that prevents them from getting a job, accessing services, volunteering or going to school. Across the country most human rights statutes supplement these privacy protections by, at a minimum, prohibiting employers from discriminating against individuals on the basis of a record suspension or other form of pardoned offence.\(^3\)

Unfortunately, the intent of Canadian laws on criminal records is being thwarted. Over the years, the type of information collected, retained and disclosed by Canadian police services has grown far beyond the categories of records covered by the *Criminal Code* and the *Criminal Records Act*. Today local and federal databases store details about casual police contact, unproven allegations, mental health apprehensions, suicide attempts, 911 calls, withdrawn charges and acquittals, as well as information about victims, witnesses and suspects (we refer to these records collectively as *non-conviction records*). None of this information is explicitly addressed in the *Criminal Records Act* or the *Criminal Code*. Many police services across the country have taken the position that these police contact and non-conviction records,\(^4\) which by definition do not demonstrate an individual’s guilt, should be disclosed on police record checks. There is significant variation between the information disclosed by different police forces, making it difficult for individuals to know what exactly will be disclosed on a record check. Because of these legislative gaps, many non-conviction records can be disclosed on a record check for longer than findings of guilt. In many jurisdictions, employers are prohibited from discriminating on the basis of a pardoned conviction – but not a non-conviction record. Depending on where a
person lives, therefore, receiving an acquittal or having a withdrawn charge on record can be more professionally damaging than a formal finding of guilt.

Individuals are often shocked to find out that an allegation they thought was resolved or police records containing information about a personal medical issue can be disclosed years later through a police record check. Canadian academics researching the impacts of releasing police contact and non-conviction records have found that disclosing these records serves as a barrier in areas as diverse as employment, volunteer and educational opportunities; housing; travel; insurance and immigration.\(^5\) Students obtaining degrees in human and medical services find, after years of study, that they are unable to qualify for placements because of a withdrawn charge from a decade ago. Parents realize that they cannot accompany their children on field trips – at least not without explaining to school authorities why the police were called to their house many years ago during a domestic dispute. Individuals who have phoned 911 for mental health–related medical emergencies find that a notation appears on their police record check and, if they are not automatically excluded from positions, they are regularly required to revisit the details of the incident, and their current mental health status, during the interview process. In some jurisdictions even victim and witness information has been intentionally disclosed on police record checks.

Some of these people may have access to a local suppression or expungement procedure requiring them to justify to the police why this information should either not be disclosed or be deleted from police databases. Processing these requests, however, can take months. At best, their placement or employment offer will be significantly delayed, frequently causing emotional stress and financial loss. At worst, they will miss the opportunity all together. Many individuals also self-select out of opportunities, deciding not to apply for a job or community work to avoid facing the possibility of having to disclose their personal history.

An increasing number of Canadian businesses, not-for-profit organizations, service organizations and educational institutions are using police record checks as part of their volunteer and employee screening processes.\(^6\) The available evidence, however, suggests that individuals with prior criminal records are not more likely to commit employment-related crimes.\(^7\) Moreover, research shows that risk factors as interpreted by employers or other agencies “depart markedly from criteria included in commonly accepted and validated assessments of offender risk.”\(^8\) Research also shows that stable employment, as well as the income, stable housing and social networks that employment can foster, are significant protective factors against future reoffending.\(^9\)
Canada is not the only country that is struggling with the human rights, privacy and societal implications of increased recourse to police record checks. In Australia, a 2006 report from the Victorian Privacy Commissioner identified very similar themes: the number of police record checks was growing and resulting in unjust impacts on large proportions of the community, prejudicing individuals and undermining the community benefit of reintegrating individuals into society. In the United Kingdom, multiple appellate court decisions have restricted the release of police information on background checks, and the government commissioned an independent report into the issue, which recommended restricting access to old convictions and to consider never disclosing “soft intelligence” to an employer via the standard criminal record check process. Across the United States “ban the box” campaigns have taken hold, and, as of May 2013, fifty cities or counties and nine states have decided to remove questions about conviction history from applications for public employment; four states and fifteen cities have extended the ban to private employers. More already have legislation pending, scheduled for approval in 2014. As Delaware Governor Jack Markell explained, “we should ban the box for state government hires this year . . . because marginalizing [people with records] helps none of us.”

In 2012, the Canadian Civil Liberties Association released a report criticizing the release of non-conviction information on police record checks. We recommended that these records – a violation of privacy and a threat to the presumption of innocence – be presumptively removed from all levels of police checks. In this report, we close the circle by examining the rising demand for police record checks – focusing on the private and non-profit organizations that are requesting the information, as well as the third-party companies that are selling background check services.
II. WHAT IS A POLICE RECORD, AND WHAT TYPES OF RECORD CHECKS DO CANADIAN POLICE PROVIDE?

A. What is a criminal record?

Practically speaking, Canada has no consistently applied definition of a criminal record.

The Criminal Code states that a person found guilty of a criminal offence can either receive a criminal conviction or a discharge. A person convicted of a crime can be sentenced to a term of imprisonment (continuous or intermittent), a fine or forfeiture, a conditional sentence (where the sentence is to be served in the community) or a suspended sentence with probation (rehabilitative supervision in the community through probation). All of these are criminal convictions that typically will remain on an individual’s record until the person applies for and receives a record suspension (formerly called a pardon) under the Criminal Records Act. As affirmed by the Supreme Court, “[t]he primary aim of a pardon, granted under the Criminal Records Act (CRA) is the removal, as completely as possible, of the negative consequences of conviction once the offender has fulfilled the sentence and enough time has elapsed to establish, with some degree of certainty, law abiding behaviour.” At the very least, then, a person who has been convicted of a crime will have a criminal record, and for most convictions there exists a possibility of sealing that record through a record suspension.

The Criminal Code also sets out that a person who pleads or is found guilty of a criminal offence may receive an absolute or conditional discharge. These are explicitly not criminal convictions and fall into the broad category of non-conviction records. You cannot receive a record suspension for a discharge, and the Criminal Records Act requires that these records be automatically sealed and removed from RCMP databases after one year for an absolute discharge, and three years for a conditional discharge. Individuals who are discharged are frequently told that they will not have a criminal record of convictions. While this is technically correct, it is misleading: the fact that a person received a discharge is widely disclosed on a basic “criminal record check,” at least within the one- and three-year retention time frames.

Finally, there are a large number of court and police records that may be generated in connection with policing duties or criminal court
proceedings. While none of these dispositions or records involve a formal finding of guilt, they nonetheless generate “police records” or “criminal court records” and, depending on the specific policies of the policing service, can be disclosed on a “record check.” People can come into contact with the police as victims, persons with mental health needs, witnesses, “persons of interest” or the targets of investigations into crimes alleged by others. Police records can include details of alleged incidents where no charges were laid, apprehensions under provincial mental health legislation, withdrawn charges (via diversion, Crown assessment of no reasonable prospect of conviction, or as not in the public interest), stays of proceedings and acquittals. Although these records are not based on any finding of guilt, much less a criminal conviction, they frequently appear on police record checks.

There are significant differences in the types of police checks performed by police services across the country. In general, however, they can be divided into three levels of checks:

1. Police criminal record check

Criminal record checks are governed by a national policy framework established by the RCMP. These checks will disclose summary and indictable criminal convictions referenced in RCMP or local police databases. The results of a police criminal record check are by default released to the individual that applied for the check; if additional consent is provided, the police may send the results of the record check directly to the employer, school or volunteer agency. According to RCMP policy, only a limited amount of information can be revealed based on a name and date of birth search. On a name-based search, individuals are asked to self-declare their criminal record, and the police will verify whether the search was negative (no records with the name and birthdate found), incomplete (could not complete search), or a possible match (record as declared possibly matches RCMP records). Certified

B. Types of police record checks

Each of these levels is described below. British Columbia provides a unique, centralized process available to some employers aimed at determining whether a potential employee or volunteer poses certain risks to children or the elderly. This process, governed by BC’s Criminal Records Review Act, has significant benefits in terms of consistency, accuracy, human rights, privacy and fairness. It is described in Box 1 and, in our view, constitutes a best practice when contrasted with the ad hoc, variable status quo across the rest of the country.
confirmation of whether a criminal record exists can be provided only by fingerprint submission. Several police forces across the country have eliminated this level of check entirely. Confusingly, the RCMP's own “Certified Criminal Record Check” will disclose not only convictions but also discharges within the retention timeframes set out by the Criminal Records Act.

BOX 1
British Columbia’s Criminal Records Review Act – a best practice example

British Columbia’s Criminal Records Review Act (CRRA) aims to prevent the physical and sexual abuse of children and the physical, sexual and financial abuse of vulnerable adults by establishing a uniform, comprehensive screening procedure for employees and volunteers who work directly with or have unsupervised access to children or vulnerable adults. The service is provided free of charge to organizations that receive provincial funding.

The CRRA procedure has a number of significant advantages compared with the ad hoc screening that takes place across the rest of the country.

First, the legislation clearly establishes which employees and professional governing bodies are required to use the screening. These criteria provide an additional, centralized safeguard to help ensure that employers are not requesting vulnerable sector checks for positions that are not eligible for this level of record check.

Second, the CRRA procedure allows for more standardized, evidence-based and detailed risk assessments. The legislation establishes a set list of sexual, physical and financial offences that will trigger a more in-depth investigation. If a relevant prior conviction or pending charge is found, trained CRRA staff will conduct a detailed risk assessment that will take into account a wide range of circumstances and factors. In coming to a final decision staff can do a full investigation, reviewing relevant court and police files and conducting interviews with relevant individuals or agencies such as the victim and police or probation officers. The detailed, standardized, centralized and professionalized risk assessment process should, at least in theory, result in significantly more predictable, accurate, fair and evidence-based outcomes.

Third, individuals who are flagged for a risk assessment are notified and are given the opportunity to participate in the risk-assessment decision. They are able to provide submissions, and they may challenge a negative finding through an established appeal avenue. These guarantees of due process make the assessment considerably fairer for employees as compared with an employer’s decision, which would frequently be made in an opaque manner without input from the candidate.

Finally, the procedure set up by the CRRA is significantly more privacy and rights protective for employees and volunteers. If an individual does not have a prior conviction or pending charge for a relevant offence, the CRRA will simply notify the employer that the person passed the screening. The employer, therefore, is never sent any details of irrelevant convictions, charges, or mental health interactions. If a relevant offence is found, the criminal record is not sent to the employer; the risk posed is determined entirely by trained CRRA risk assessors, who send a letter to the employer that discloses only the results of the screening process, not the underlying convictions or charges. This process not only eliminates unnecessary privacy invasions but also prevents employers from making discriminatory decisions based on an irrelevant criminal record.

Throughout our interviews and discussions both organizations and policing leaders expressed a strong desire for a centralized process that would specifically address the types of risks targeted by the CRRA. In our view, neither police records managers nor recipient organizations have the capacity or expertise to conduct risk assessments in the ad hoc police record check process that exists across the majority of the country.
2. Police information check

The next level of background check, which we will refer to as a police information check (PIC), includes a broader range of information. Unfortunately, there is a large amount of local variation in this level of check, as there is no provincial or federal legislation that directly and comprehensively governs the process. Generally, the PIC will include a search of local and federal police databases, “court records, and a query of records management systems in other police agencies’ jurisdictions.” The results of this search can disclose many different types of records, including:

- outstanding charges, warrants, judicial orders;
- peace bonds, and probation and prohibition orders;
- absolute and conditional discharges;
- family court restraining orders;
- dispositions including, but not limited to, withdrawn, dismissed, and not criminally responsible by reason of mental disorder; and
- occurrence reports and other police contact information, including allegations that did not result in charges, 911 calls and mental health–related apprehensions.

Some police services will also, on a discretionary basis, disclose youth records and victim or and witness information.

The extent to which some or all of the above information will be included in a PIC and the format of the disclosure depends on the local police service’s policies and procedures. As these policies and procedures are frequently determined and applied by police service management and staff, individual judgment and discretion can also play a significant role in determining whether certain information is included in a background check. The results of a PIC are generally released to the applicant, who may then pass the record check along to a prospective employer, volunteer agency or other requesting organization. Again, not all police services provide this level of check.

3. Police vulnerable sector check

The third level of background check is the police vulnerable sector check. This type of check will include all of the information in a standard police criminal record check or PIC, as well as information about select sexual and violent offences for which the offender has received a record suspension (formerly called a pardon). Again, the extent to which non-conviction information is disclosed on this level of check depends on the specific police service. The results of a vulnerable sector check can be released only to the applicant or to the requesting
C. Police practices across Canada: inconsistent and unpredictable

The amount and types of information released by police agencies in record checks varies considerably across the country.

In British Columbia, Alberta and Ontario the provincial associations of chiefs of police have each instituted voluntary guidelines for police record checks. The Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police (OACP) guidelines describe three levels of checks. A criminal record check reveals unpardoned convictions. A police information check currently includes the information in the first level of check and adds a wide range of non-conviction information and police contact. A vulnerable sector check includes the same information as a police information check but may also include information about selected sexual offences for which a record suspension has been received. In February 2014, the OACP agreed to update their guidelines, instituting a presumption against the release of non-conviction records on all levels of police checks. A narrow public safety exception will be adopted to allow for the release of records where there is a risk to the safety of vulnerable community members. Not all Ontario police services follow the OACP guidelines.

The Alberta Association of Chiefs of Police has established guidelines on police checks that are reviewed annually. The “standard” police check, called a police information check, may contain a wide range of non-conviction records, including mental health apprehensions and all “relevant” police information or files. Even information that is sealed by legislation – including pardons or record suspensions, diverted charges, and youth records – may be disclosed from police files “if relevant.” Information about police involvement with youth will also be disclosed with the label Youth. The specific procedures developed by the Calgary Police Service and Lethbridge Regional Police Service largely follow the provincial guidelines, and interviews with organizations in Alberta confirmed that a wide range of information would be disclosed on police checks. As described by one interviewee:

There was an Edmonton police staffer who was especially diligent about including whatever pertinent information she felt a volunteer manager should know about a volunteer. And there have been issues with things appearing like if you have a mental health… inquiry or if one calls
police in a suicide-type situation, that could show up potentially on a check…. Some of the things she would put on there were if you were a witness, if you made a phone call about your neighbours in a domestic abuse situation, things like that.

The British Columbia guidelines, which are currently in draft form but have been implemented by many British Columbia police services,\(^{40}\) have only two levels of checks, roughly corresponding to the police information check and the vulnerable sector check outlined in the current Ontario guidelines.\(^{41}\) All levels of checks potentially include non-conviction information and police contact records.\(^{42}\)

Saskatchewan has developed a provincial standard for record checks that allows for the disclosure of criminal convictions and conditions imposed by court order.\(^{43}\) Pending criminal charges, stays of proceedings within the past year, active diversion programs, or findings of Unfit to Stand Trial will result in a statement that there are charges before the court.\(^{44}\) Police contact information and mental health apprehensions are not disclosed.\(^{45}\)

Newfoundland has provincial guidelines that outline two types of police record checks: a criminal record check and a combined police information check and vulnerable sector check.\(^{46}\) The criminal record check discloses only convictions and discharges within the *Criminal Records Act* retention period. The check for the vulnerable sector also includes outstanding charges and warrants and selected pardoned sexual offences. Non-conviction records such as withdrawn charges, acquittals and police contact, including mental health records, are not disclosed on any level of check.

At the national level the RCMP offers Certified Criminal Record Checks and Certified Vulnerable Sector Checks that must be accompanied by fingerprint submission. These searches will reveal convictions that have not received a record suspension (pardon), absolute and conditional discharges within the *Criminal Records Act* retention period, and, for a vulnerable sector search, pardoned offences as permitted by the *Criminal Records Act*. Non-conviction information is not normally disclosed as part of a criminal record or vulnerable sector check. Procedures at local RCMP detachments, however, are variable. In British Columbia, for example, RCMP detachments use a form that provides four categories of possible information, ranging from convictions only to “all information related to non-convictions and all charges regardless of disposition.”\(^{47}\) BC organizations that receive record checks from the RCMP report that if there is an apparent match, the RCMP will confirm there is information in their system by indicating that a record “may
or may not exist” in a given category. The organization then typically asks the individual to provide details of what they think may be in the police databases. The organization can then phone the RCMP, which will confirm whether the information the volunteer provided matches what they have in their police records. Organizations report that, depending on the RCMP detachment, the record check will indicate the possible existence of a non-conviction entry as a result of a wide range of police contact, including non-criminal mental health interactions.

Manitoba, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia do not appear to have any province-wide guidelines. Practices in these jurisdictions are varied. The Winnipeg Police Service does not have any manual outlining record check policies and processes. Brandon Police Service offers a “Police Criminal Record Check” that, according to the consent form, “will include” non-conviction and police contact information but, according to local policy, appears to search only for convictions and pending charges. Halifax Regional Police provides only two levels of checks – a criminal record check and a vulnerable sector check – and will only disclose prior convictions. Saint John Police Force will only confirm that an applicant does not have a criminal record. Details of convictions are not released, and information contained in police contact files such as incident and investigative reports will only be disclosed pursuant to a judicial order. As was explained in response to our access to information request, “[t]he judicial order remedy is central to protecting the integrity of the criminal justice process, and protecting the privacy of these [sic] identified in police records.”
Numerous statutes limit the information that can be released on various levels of checks. Relevant provisions can be found in the Criminal Records Act, the Criminal Code, the Youth Criminal Justice Act, and federal and provincial privacy and human rights legislation. There are also numerous policies governing the release of information from various police databases.\(^55\)

### 1. Legislative and constitutional privacy protections

The legislation that directly governs police services can have provisions governing police use of private information.\(^56\) Police forces also are governed by provincial, territorial or federal privacy legislation that restricts how they can collect, use and disclose private information.\(^57\) Privacy legislation frequently addresses the use and disclosure of information by law enforcement specifically, a situation that can result in a complex set of overlapping regulatory provisions.\(^58\) The British Columbia Information and Privacy Commissioner, which has examined the legality of police record checks under provincial privacy legislation, has ordered police services in British Columbia to immediately cease disclosing mental health apprehensions on all levels of record checks and prohibit the release of non-conviction information on record checks outside the vulnerable sector.\(^59\)

Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms also protects individual privacy by constitutionally entrenching the right to be free from unreasonable search and seizure.\(^60\) This right requires an examination of not only how the information is collected but also why it was collected and how it is used and retained. As stated by the Court of Appeal for Ontario in *R. v. Dore*, “the ‘protective mantle’ of s. 8 extends during the duration of the holding and retention of the thing seized in order to protect the privacy interest of the person from whom it was seized.”\(^61\)

A full analysis of police services’ legal authority to disclose personal information on record checks is beyond the scope of this report.\(^62\)
However, the fact that the individual has signed a consent form before the record check is not necessarily a sufficient legal basis for the release of this information. When consent to a background check is provided in the context of an employment application, a mandatory educational placement or other comparable situations, both courts and privacy commissioners have found that the voluntariness of this act is highly questionable. Given the coercive nature of hiring and other processes that often require police background checks, consent should not be used as a basis to justify the legality of an entire police record check program.

2. Human rights codes

All Canadian human rights legislation protects individuals from discrimination based on disability, and the majority provide explicit protection from discrimination based on various types of criminal records as well. The Ontario Human Rights Commission has addressed police disclosure of mental health–related records and stated that “the disclosure of information by police forces may constitute a violation of the Code if it goes beyond the bona fide criminal record of an individual.” The commission recommends that “where a police service has records about contact with a person relating to mental illness, the person should not be automatically assumed to be unfit for the position or to pose a risk, nor be identified as such in any information disclosed to outside organizations.” Instead, they urge police services to conduct an individualized assessment that takes into account the nature of the police contact, the essential duties of the potential position and the degree of risk (including the nature, severity, probability and scope of risk) associated with the position. In other provinces where criminal records are broadly protected under human rights legislation, this logic would suggest that a position-specific assessment for the relevance of specific entries on criminal records is required as well.

3. Criminal Code

The Criminal Code restricts the release of police and court records for persons who have had their charges dealt with by “alternative measures,” also commonly referred to as diversion. The police force responsible for the investigation is permitted to keep records relating to these offences, and the government can keep records related to the investigation, court proceedings or diversion program. This information can be disclosed only to a very limited list of individuals or agencies; there is no provision permitting disclosure for an employment or volunteer-related criminal record check.
4. **Youth Criminal Justice Act**

The *Youth Criminal Justice Act* governs how long youth records are accessible and tightly restricts disclosure of the records during specific time frames. There is a blanket prohibition on releasing youth records or information in records that would identify youth. The only individuals exempted from this prohibition are specifically listed in the statute; this list includes, for example, the youth, the youth’s lawyer or parents, and specific government and legal actors who are dealing with the youth’s case. It is the Canadian Civil Liberties Association’s position that youth records may not be released for the purposes of a criminal record check unless the check is required by a federal, provincial or municipal government for the purpose of paid or unpaid employment or services. Numerous police services, however, take the position that they can disclose youth records during certain “access periods” because the youth themselves are entitled to access their own records. Although this is true, it ignores the fact that it is illegal for the young person to disclose their own record to an individual or organization that is not authorized to receive it under the *Youth Criminal Justice Act*. It is CCLA’s view that such a result is contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of the *Youth Criminal Justice Act*. At a minimum, the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario has recently affirmed that the release of youth records on a vulnerable sector check outside the legislated access periods is not permitted under the *Youth Criminal Justice Act* if the records will be indirectly disclosed to a third party that is not entitled to access them under the statute.74

Even those who are explicitly authorized to view youth records do not have perpetual access. In general, records may be accessed for between one and five years depending on the seriousness of the crime, the sentence a youth receives and whether another crime is committed before a record is automatically sealed.75 If a person is found guilty of another offence committed when they are an adult while the youth record is still open, the youth record is treated as an adult record for the purposes of retention and disclosure.76

5. **Criminal Records Act**

The *Criminal Records Act* prohibits the disclosure of absolute and conditional discharges in the custody of the RCMP or the Government of Canada after one and three years, respectively, unless the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness gives prior approval.77 All references to discharges must be automatically removed from all databases maintained by the RCMP after those periods expire.78
There is also a broad prohibition on the release of any conviction for which an individual has received a record suspension (formerly called a pardon).\(^7\) There are, however, specific provisions allowing the release of some types of suspended records with ministerial approval for the purpose of a vulnerable sector check.

Finally, the Criminal Records Act has specific provisions governing vulnerable sector checks, including limits on:
- who can ask for the check,
- the position for which a check can be requested,
- how the check must be processed, and
- what can be done with the results of the search.

A vulnerable sector search can be requested only by a person or an organization responsible for the well-being of a child or vulnerable person. There must be an existing application for a paid or volunteer position, and the position must be one of “trust or authority” in relation to a child or vulnerable person.\(^8\) These checks can be run only by a member of the police force or a specified “authorized body,” and the subject of the check must provide prior written consent.\(^9\)

To date, British Columbia is the only province that has established an organization authorized by the Act to perform vulnerable sector checks.\(^10\) That procedure, set out in British Columbia’s Criminal Records Review Act, is described in more detail in Box 1.

A wide range of organizations and businesses, both in the public and private sector, require employees, volunteers and service recipients to provide record checks. The diversity of organizations and contexts in which record checks are used makes it difficult to comprehensively summarize the applicable law. In general, however, three broad areas of law are relevant to the organizations and institutions that are the ultimate recipients of police record checks:
- privacy legislation,
- human rights legislation, and
- employment law.

1. Privacy legislation and employees or volunteers

Provincial and federal privacy legislation limits organizations’ ability to collect personal information in the employment context. The application of privacy legislation will change depending on a number of factors, including whether the employer or volunteer agency is federally or provincially regulated and whether it is a government or private sector entity.

The application of privacy legislation to private sector employment is quite varied. The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act...
Act (PIPEDA), for example, is federal legislation that sets out how private sector organizations may collect, retain, use and disclose private information. While PIPEDA applies broadly to govern personal information used in the course of commercial activity, however, the provisions regarding the private information of employees are applicable only to federally regulated private sector organizations such as banks, airlines and telecommunications companies. Alberta, British Columbia and Quebec are the only jurisdictions that have passed privacy legislation targeting the private sector; Manitoba has proposed privacy legislation that is not yet in force. In Alberta, British Columbia and Quebec, the provincial legislation, rather than PIPEDA, applies, and privacy protections in the employment context have been extended to provincially regulated private sector organizations. In other provinces, the majority of private sector businesses are generally not subject to privacy legislation governing the use of employees' personal information in the employment context.

Public sector organizations and government bodies are frequently governed by distinct privacy legislation that may apply in the employment context. These statutes can apply to a wide range of institutions, including provincial agencies, boards and commissions, community colleges, universities, hospitals and regulatory bodies performing delegated governmental functions.

Some privacy commissioners have specifically considered whether it is permissible for employers and regulatory bodies to require police record checks, and in those jurisdictions organizations must comply with these rulings. For those organizations in other jurisdictions the analyses are instructive and can serve as best practice standards for privacy-respecting employment practices.

The British Columbia Information and Privacy Commissioner (IPC) has provided the most comprehensive analysis and guidance on this issue to date. Under BC’s public sector privacy laws, a public body can collect personal information only if “the information relates directly to and is necessary for a program or activity of the public body.” Given the lack of evidence linking a history of criminal convictions to employment suitability, the BC IPC concluded that even basic criminal record checks must be requested with significant restraint:

Under BC privacy legislation, employers cannot automatically subject every employee they hire to a criminal record check. Instead, employers must take a more nuanced approach to implementing criminal record checks and ensure that they are not collecting more information than is necessary to determine suitability for employment for each specific position.
The breadth of the information disclosed on police record checks was also a concern to the BC IPC: private sector employers may be justified in asking about some types of prior convictions, but a request for all convictions through a criminal record check will be overly broad.\(^{92}\)

In the BC government context, the positions the BC IPC identified as properly requiring a pre-employment criminal record check for prior convictions included select positions within law enforcement, positions with expense authority over $500,000 or very significant assets, select positions with unrestricted access to operational, data and information management systems, and high-level government positions.\(^{93}\) Basic criminal record checks revealing past convictions are an unnecessary privacy invasion for a range of other positions. The government was ordered to cease criminal record checks for positions where the sole reason for the check was responsibility for accessing personal information; the protection of personal and confidential information and assets; conducting financial, operational and performance audits; or investigations required only by police or other third parties.\(^{94}\) The BC IPC also recommended that current employees should not be rechecked simply because of a short absence or a transfer and that unless there are exceptional circumstances, ongoing record checks for existing employees should apply only to “particularly sensitive” positions and in any event should not happen more frequently than once every five years.\(^{95}\)

Turning to British Columbia’s police information checks, the more invasive level of check that reveals non-conviction and police contact information, the privacy commissioner ruled that they were “considerably more privacy invasive than criminal record checks and their use by employers results in collection of personal information that is seldom justifiable under privacy legislation in British Columbia.”\(^{96}\)

Because of the breadth of personal information released on these checks, the IPC ruled that

\[
\text{all public bodies that require a police information check from prospective employees are collecting personal information in contravention of s. 26(c) of FIPPA [Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act] … [T]his is the case irrespective of the results of a check because of the breadth of the search being conducted.}^{97}\]

Similarly, all private sector organizations that require police information checks in British Columbia are in violation of privacy legislation because the information released on these checks – including suicide attempts and a wide range of police contact – is not reasonable:

I cannot foresee an instance where a reasonable person would consider it appropriate for an organization to collect this amount of personal
information. Regardless of the results of a police information check, the search itself involves looking at such items as suicide attempts by an individual. This is not a question that organizations are authorized to directly ask an individual in an interview nor is it a question that organizations are authorized to ask as part of a record check. It is simply not reasonable for any organization to know this information.

It is also difficult to foresee many instances where it would be reasonable for an organization to collect most other non-conviction information. Other privacy commissioners have also made relevant findings with respect to specific complaints. The Alberta Privacy Commissioner, for example, has found that private businesses may not conduct credit checks on prospective employees for positions such as sales associates. In coming to this finding, the Commissioner’s Investigator found that personal credit history could be reflective of many different personal circumstances and that the collection of this information was not reasonable for meeting the purpose for which the information was collected. In other words, if the purpose of collection was to determine trustworthiness for handling money, the credit check information did not meet that purpose. Similarly, a credit check “was not reasonably required to assess the [prospective employee’s] ability to perform the duties of a [sales associate], or to assess whether he might have a tendency towards committing in-store theft or fraud.” In another line of cases, the Alberta Privacy Commissioner has ruled that various statutory regulatory bodies may conduct police record checks on potential and existing licensees where these checks relate to the regulator’s statutory purpose.

The federal privacy commissioner has also considered the legality of security clearance checks in federally regulated workplaces. The legality of those checks includes an analysis of whether the employee had been fully notified of and consented to the extent and purposes of the background check and “whether a reasonable person would consider it appropriate in the circumstances for the company to collect personal information from employees for the purpose of conducting security clearances.” Relevant factors have included the nature of the work and position (e.g., nuclear plant employees or workers who must enter restricted areas in airports), mandatory requirements from statutory regulators, and the existence of local or international security threats in a given category of workplace settings. Business convenience cannot justify imposing extensive, open-ended security clearance checks mandated by foreign governments.
Private organizations in British Columbia, Alberta, Quebec, and companies in federally regulated industries must comply with privacy legislation governing the collection of personal information in the employment context. The preponderance of privacy case law requires full, informed and knowledgeable consent from the employee and a strong connection between the requirements of the specific position and a criminal record check. The existence of less privacy-invasive alternatives is relevant, and the breadth of information that is searched on a record check may, in itself, be sufficient to make the request illegal. Highly security-sensitive workplaces such as police departments, nuclear facilities and airports may justify enhanced employee screening. For the vast majority of jobs, however, requiring even basic criminal record checks from prospective and existing employees would constitute an unnecessary and unjustifiable collection of personal information. Requesting checks that include non-conviction and mental health information would almost never be justifiable. Even those workplaces that are not subject to privacy legislation in the employment context should, as a best practice, aim to put in place privacy-respecting employment policies.

2. Human rights legislation and employees or volunteers

All human rights legislation prohibits discrimination on the grounds of a disability, including a mental illness. In jurisdictions where police record checks disclose police contact, 911 calls or mental health apprehensions, asking for and making decisions based on a police record check may leave an organization vulnerable to claims of discrimination on the grounds of disability. The Ontario Human Rights Commission has recommended that employers refrain from asking for police record checks unless necessary:

Because of the potential for an adverse human rights impact, police background checks should only be requested of individuals where it is a reasonable and bona fide requirement because of the job or volunteer position being applied for. While an organization may prefer to have as much information as possible about someone, human rights concerns prevail.104

Even when it is based on a bona fide job occupational requirement, the request for the record check should not be made until the organization has decided to offer a candidate the job; the candidate should be told that a job offer is conditional on the satisfactory outcome of a background check.
Human rights legislation can also prohibit employers and services providers from discriminating against individuals with criminal records.

Ontario, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut explicitly protect individuals from discrimination if they have a pardoned conviction (now known as a record suspension). In these jurisdictions, there is no explicit protection for non-conviction records. Ontario also provides human rights protection for individuals who have a conviction for any provincial offence.\textsuperscript{105}

Quebec, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and British Columbia provide more comprehensive protection. The Quebec \textit{Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms}, for example, prohibits an employer from dismissing, refusing to hire or otherwise penalizing a person because of a criminal conviction that is “in no way connected with the employment or if the person has obtained a pardon.”\textsuperscript{106} The Supreme Court has found that absolute and conditional discharges, which are automatically sealed and purged from federal databases after one and three years, respectively, are included in the \textit{Charter’s} definition of a “pardoned” offence.\textsuperscript{107} In British Columbia and Prince Edward Island a person cannot be discriminated against “because that person has been convicted of a criminal or summary conviction offence that is unrelated to the employment or to the intended employment of that person.”\textsuperscript{108} Newfoundland has a similar provision.\textsuperscript{109} The British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal has found that this provision of the BC \textit{Human Rights Code} also prohibits discrimination on the basis of non-conviction records such as allegations of criminal acts, charges, or findings of guilt where no conviction is registered.\textsuperscript{110} Finally, Yukon explicitly provides the most protection, prohibiting discrimination on the basis of “a criminal record or criminal charges” unless the history is relevant to the employment.\textsuperscript{111}

The federal \textit{Human Rights Act} and the provincial human rights codes in Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick do not explicitly address whether they protect individuals from discrimination on the grounds of a criminal record.\textsuperscript{112} This does not necessarily mean, however, that employers are free to discriminate on these grounds. The Manitoba \textit{Human Rights Code}, for example, has a general clause protecting some classes or groups of people on the basis of personal characteristics that are not specifically listed. The Manitoba Human Rights Commission has found that “discrimination in employment on the basis of a criminal charge or conviction may constitute the basis of a complaint” under this general provision.\textsuperscript{113}
In jurisdictions that offer some level of protection for individuals with criminal records, courts and tribunals have identified a number of factors to help determine whether a record is related to the proposed or existing job. The precise considerations will vary depending on the jurisdiction and the wording of the statute. Some of the circumstances and factors that are relevant in various jurisdictions include the following:

1. Does the behaviour for which the charge was laid, if repeated, pose any threat to the employer's ability to carry on its business safely and efficiently?
2. What were the circumstances of the charge and the particulars of the offence involved – e.g., how old was the individual when the events in question occurred, and were there any extenuating circumstances?
3. How much time has elapsed between the charge and the employment decision? What has the individual done during that period of time? Have they shown any tendencies to repeat the kind of behaviour for which they were charged? Has the individual shown a firm intention to rehabilitate themselves?
4. Has a pardon or record suspension been secured, or has a conditional discharge been successfully received?
5. Having considered all the above, was the severity of the particular action taken against the potential employee warranted by the nature and circumstances of the charge or conviction?
6. Where discrimination is based on a criminal charge, the evidentiary onus on an employer will be greater; the employer must clearly demonstrate that the risk to the public, co-workers or the employer's business is so severe that the mere possibility of a conviction warrants the discriminatory employment decision.114

Again, where a criminal record check is warranted, it should be the last step in the hiring process, and a job candidate should be informed that they have an offer of employment that is conditional on the completion of a background check. There should also be a clear policy established ahead of time outlining the purpose of the criminal record check, the process that will be followed, the scope of the information that will be received, and the way that information will be used with reference to the specific criteria of the position.

3. Employment law

Employment contracts, either between an employer and an individual employee or in the form of a collective agreement, may restrict an
BOX 2
When are organizations legally required to ask for a criminal record?

Some categories of organizations are statutorily required to conduct police record checks. In British Columbia, for example, the Criminal Records Review Act (CRRA) requires doctors, nurses, hospital employees, dentists, teachers, non-teaching staff in schools, registered students in a post-secondary program who will work with children or vulnerable adults as part of their practicum, early child care educators, daycare employees and employees in long-term care facilities and other facilities that provide health services to vulnerable adults to go through the CRRA screening process. Other provinces also have clear statutory and regulatory provisions requiring certain classes of organizations to record check their employees and volunteers. Depending on the jurisdiction, statutes and regulations may require teachers, employees in long-term care facilities, daycare operators, registered social workers, pharmacists and police officers to provide record checks. There are also a number of licensing processes that specifically mention criminal record checks in the legislation or regulations setting out the regulatory framework: taxi drivers, real estate agents, driver training school operators, charity lottery and gaming license applicants, liquor license applicants and others may need to submit record checks. Various professional regulatory bodies are also authorized to conduct criminal record screening.

Most organizations, however, are not legislatively obligated to conduct police record checks. Even if an employer is not explicitly required to record check by statute could an organization be liable if it did not perform a criminal record check and an employee or volunteer went on to commit a criminal offence? In the United States some courts have found employers liable in negligent hiring for failing to conduct sufficient background checks, including police record checks, when hiring certain classes of employees.117

While there is a tort of negligent hiring in Canada, claims remain very rare. The only reported appellate case on negligent hiring sets out a narrow doctrine that does not support widespread police record checks as a standard part of employee or volunteer screening.118 This is not to suggest that record checks are never prudent screening measures: jobs in high-security sites and those with unsupervised positions of trust in relation to vulnerable populations will justify more detailed employee vetting, of which a record check may be one justifiable component. Legislation imposing criminal record checks should also be followed. Ultimately, however, we were unable to identify any Canadian cases where an employer was found liable for failing to conduct a criminal record check, and in many workplaces asking for this information would violate privacy and human rights legislation. It is also important to keep in mind that, in addition to negligent hiring, an employer may also be liable if it is negligent in its training or supervision of employees or volunteers.

Employers can also be vicariously liable for the criminal acts of their employees, meaning that the employer will be responsible for the wrongful acts of employer from imposing a criminal record check policy. In unionized workplaces, “any rule or policy unilaterally imposed by an employer and not subsequently agreed to by the union… must be consistent with the collective agreement and be reasonable…”115 Therefore, if the employment agreement does not explicitly allow an employer to conduct record checks, an employer may not be able to impose this requirement on current employees without renegotiating the contract or collective agreement. An assessment of whether police record checks are a reasonable exercise of unilateral management rights can include multiple aspects of the proposed policy, including:
the employee even if the employer has done nothing wrong. Normally, vicarious liability will be imposed if the employee’s wrongful act falls within the scope of the employment duties. Most criminal acts will not be sufficiently connected to the legitimate job-related functions for employers to be held directly liable.

Vicarious liability may also apply where there is “a strong connection between what the employer was asking the employee to do (the risk created by the employer’s enterprise) and the wrongful act.” This doctrine applies only to select types of workplace harms and to select employees within those workplaces. A court must analyze whether the specific “job-created power and duties” given to an employee increased the risk of the employee’s wrongdoing. Simply creating a situation that gave an employee the opportunity to commit wrongful acts by employing them in a workplace where vulnerable persons were present is not sufficient: “[i]t must be possible to say that the employer significantly increased the risk of the harm by putting the employee in his or her position and requiring him to perform the assigned tasks.” The simple fact that a person was employed in a school or another setting with passing or regular contact with the vulnerable sector will not be a sufficient basis for imposing vicarious liability.

Some legal summaries appear to suggest that an employer can minimize the risk of having vicarious liability imposed by conducting criminal record checks on prospective employees. However, performing police record checks will not prevent an employer from being held vicariously liable, as this form of liability is unrelated to whether the employer was at fault in the hiring or supervision of employees. These suggestions, therefore, are not strategies to minimize an employer’s exposure to liability but, rather, aim to prevent a criminal act from occurring during the course of employment. As reviewed in Section VI of this report, however, there is little evidence to suggest that police record checks are an effective tool to prevent work-related crimes.

Finally, our interviews suggested that some organizations are under the impression that statutory workplace health and safety obligations impose a duty on employers to conduct police record checks to identify potentially violent employees. This point was raised mainly in Ontario, where there are relatively new statutory provisions requiring employers to address violence and harassment in the workplace. As explained by the Ontario government, however, an employer’s duty to proactively identify workplace risks focuses on dangers inherent to the nature and characteristics of the workplace setting and the job duties: high stress levels, extended periods alone, workers transporting large amounts of cash, etc. The Ontario government’s guide to understanding the law on workplace violence and harassment specifically states that “the Occupational Health and Safety Act does not require employers or supervisors to do criminal background checks or to otherwise seek out information on workers or other people who are likely to be in the workplace.”

- whether the check is relevant to the specific position,
- whether there are privacy protections for employee personal information,
- how much notice is given to affected employees,
- how the information is used in the employment context, and
- whether employees who are not cleared have access to an appeal mechanism.

Policies that do not comply with applicable privacy and human rights legislation will not be reasonable. Again, there may be particular safety-
sensitive positions such as airport security officers or social workers dealing with young children that will justify the imposition of criminal record checks. Multiple arbitrators, however, have found that overbroad background screening programs or blanket policies unilaterally imposing police record checks on employees who are not in such sensitive positions are unreasonable.\textsuperscript{125}

4. Privacy and human rights law in non-employment contexts: a note on record checking tenants, service recipients and customers

It appears to be increasingly common for organizations and individuals to demand record checks from service recipients such as program attendees and prospective tenants. These organizations are generally not in an employer relationship with the individuals from whom they are requiring record checks. Many of these service recipients are in a commercial relationship with the requesting organization and will therefore be subject to federal or certain provincial privacy laws. The federal privacy commissioner, for example, has found that landlords are subject to \textit{PIPEDA} when they collect information from tenants,\textsuperscript{126} and the British Columbia and Alberta privacy commissioners explicitly state that, as service providers, landlords cannot demand a criminal record check from prospective tenants.\textsuperscript{127} Human rights legislation also frequently applies differently to these types of relationships, as they may be categorized as service provision rather than employment.
There are no publicly available statistics that systematically track the use of record checks in Canada. In order to get some idea of the volume of record checks conducted across Canada, we filed access to information requests with over twenty police services. All police forces that responded reported increases in the number of record checks being processed, with growth that ranged from an average of 2% a year over seven years (Hamilton Police Service), to an average annual increase of 439% at the Victoria Police Department (see Figure 1). Calgary, Toronto, Edmonton, Peel and York Region reported the highest number of record checks. In Calgary, the number of record checks rose from approximately 75,400 in 2003 to over 93,000 checks in 2012. Similarly, York Regional Police processed just under 28,000 record checks in 2003, a figure that rose to about 71,700 in 2012. In London, Ontario, the volume of record checks has nearly tripled in the past ten years. Across all police services, the median yearly increase in police record checks was 7%. Although population increases may account for some of these changes, it cannot explain such a high rate of growth.

The significant growth in record check processing was also confirmed by a number of interviewees with a historical perspective on the use of police record checks in Canada. Increased use of record checks was perceived across all sectors – public, private, for-profit and not-for-profit. Educational institutions are also asking for students applying to certain programs to provide a police check before admission. As explained by one college, “Employers and agencies offering student placement opportunities will require a Police Record Check before accepting a student for field placement” and “Failure to meet the requirements for field placement will prevent students from completing the program and/or securing employment.” These observations also align with the conclusions in previous reports. The British Columbia Centre for Non-Profit Development, for example, surveyed thirty-five Canadian law enforcement services and found that 91.4% indicated that the volume of criminal record checks had increased in the past twelve months, and 94.3% reported an increase in the past five years.
Based on our interviews, in the non-profit sector this increase is likely attributable to a significantly increased awareness of the risk of organizational liability for child sexual abuse. During the 1990s a number of very high-profile sexual abuse cases drew intense media attention. Numerous legal cases were also launched: between 1999 and 2005 the Supreme Court of Canada released nine separate judgments dealing with institutional liability for child sexual abuse. Umbrella groups focused on the voluntary sector initiated national and provincial...
education campaigns to make organizations aware of the duty of care they owed towards vulnerable clients and to emphasize the importance of volunteer screening. Volunteer Canada launched the National Education Campaign on Screening in the mid-1990s aiming to mitigate the risk of abuse of vulnerable people and raise awareness of volunteer screening. Large non-profit organizations began to respond soon thereafter by implementing criminal record check requirements, and after several years of concerted educational efforts there was greatly increased awareness about the need to conduct volunteer screening, including police record checks.

"I think [a concern about risk mitigation and an increased reliance on police checks] has been happening in the sector probably for the last ten or fifteen years. And that’s a trend that we’ve seen in the US, but it’s also been because of a few high-profile charity non-profit cases with scouts, with the churches, around vulnerable people being injured and taken advantage of. And police record checks were one easy way to try and mitigate that issue.

Minor hockey, there’s been lots of examples. So it’s the high-profile cases. So although it’s not in legislation, some funders do require a risk-management plan or a volunteer screening plan or police checks. And secondly, insurance companies. There’s some pressure from insurance companies to ensure appropriate risk management’s in place. So I don’t know many insurance companies that I’ve heard of that actually require proof of a police record check done for every volunteer, but they certainly do often require a risk-management plan, which includes your policy on police record checks.

– Interviewee, BC organization servicing not-for-profit sector

Similar trends are found in government-mandated record checks for employees, volunteers and external agencies servicing the vulnerable sector. In 1995, for example, Ontario’s Ministry of Community and Social Services (MCSS) issued a directive “requiring all agencies funded or licensed by MCSS, and which provide direct services to children (including child care) or vulnerable adults, to incorporate criminal reference checks as a mandatory component of their hiring processes.” The trajectory of record check practices at the City of Toronto shows how these requirements have expanded over time. In 1999, the City of Toronto granted authority to use police reference
checks for employees in the Parks, Forestry and Recreation Services Division where primary employment or volunteer duties included working directly with children, youth and/or other vulnerable populations. Over the next six years the police record check requirements were expanded to staff and volunteers in child care services and old age homes. In 2010 City Council directed that vulnerable sector checks should be obtained from all qualified external candidates and all selected applicants for volunteer or student placements in the Shelter, Support and Housing Administration Division whose work involves “unsupervised contact with, or proximity to, vulnerable clients.” In 2012, the City of Toronto reported that the Toronto Public Service requests about two thousand vulnerable sector checks per year.

There is very little information on how Canadian businesses use record checks. A John Howard Society of Ontario study on businesses’ use of record checks in two Ontario counties found that 49% of organizations surveyed required a police record check in the hiring process and 15% of businesses would not hire anyone with a positive police background check. Interviews with social service organizations in other jurisdictions suggests that they are used commonly in the private sector hiring process (see Box 5) and the “internal estimate” of one company that sells record check services in Canada is that over 70% of Canadian employers now use record checks.

Canadian private sector practices and perceptions may be driven in part by trends in the United States. The United States experienced an “explosion” in the demand for employment-related criminal background checks after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. Around forty years ago, employment background checks in the United States were “relatively rare” and “typically limited to high-ranking or particularly sensitive positions.” Immediately after 9/11, the government began to put in place legislative requirements for certain employers to conduct police record checks. Two major companies that sell record checks reported that the number of background checks they ran increased dramatically at that time: one conducted 20% more checks from 2001 to 2002, and another reported that its “monthly volume of background checks increased eightfold in the five months following September 2001.” A significant number of Canadian cases addressing the legality of employment-related record checks state that the policies under dispute were being imposed as a direct or indirect result of US legislation related to 9/11. Today, US background check services constitute a $4 billion industry composed of over 3,500 private companies offering a wide range of employment-related checks. According to a 2010 survey, 93% of US employers use criminal record
checks to screen some potential applicants, and 73% of employers use criminal record checks for all potential applicants. There has not been any Canadian research to date examining why the private sector is engaging in criminal record checks or how this information is being used in the hiring and recruitment processes. Researchers spoke to dozens of organizations over the course of several months to gain insight into how police record checks were being used in volunteer and employment contexts. Because of the heightened privacy and human rights interests implicated by vulnerable sector searches, we focused on organizations that were serving vulnerable individuals. These interviews canvassed a number of issues, including what types of positions require record checks, what rationale organizations give for requesting this information, and how this information is being used in the recruitment process. While the information presented below cannot be viewed as a comprehensive survey of the practices and rationales, it does provide some indication of the range of practices that exist in Canada.

Twenty-one of the 25 organizations surveyed used some form of criminal record check in their employee and/or volunteer screening. Of
those that did not use checks, one organization was a legal advocacy group, a second was a legal clinic, and the remaining two were organizations that assisted other organizations in the voluntary sector – including training them on how to conduct police record checks – and did not engage in direct service provision.

The majority of respondents stated that police record checks were a standard part of their organizational policy to manage organizational risk and protect clients, volunteers and staff. Interviewees were generally aware that they and their organizations had a duty to keep their vulnerable clients safe, and viewed a police record check as an essential tool in order to achieve that goal. When asked for more details, however, interviewees were rarely able specify the precise source or scope of their legal obligations. One exception to this trend is Ontario, where a recent survey found that employers and volunteer agencies are engaging in record checks in response to recent amendments to workplace health and safety legislation.\footnote{148} Moreover, although numerous respondents cited liability and risk management concerns and assumed their insurance required record checking, only one organization had been explicitly told by their insurer that they had to conduct criminal record checks – a requirement that emerged in the context of obtaining coverage for sexual abuse claims. One British Columbia interviewee who conducted volunteer screening training for the non-profit sector stated that, in general, insurance companies would not require police record checks as part of the screening process unless an organization wanted abuse and molestation coverage.

When asked to describe the purpose of requesting police record checks, interviewees generally identified two goals: mitigating risks to clients, and minimizing organizational liability. This accords with the results of a John Howard Society of Ontario survey, which found that risk management and liability were the most frequently cited reasons for requiring record checks.\footnote{149} The following statement from a staff person at a library provides an example of a typical response:

I think in this day and age we would be negligent not [to ask for record checks] … We really have to do some due diligence … Unfortunately there are people out there that are committing crime and not respecting the rights of other people and especially because of the positions that we have … because we’re a public service organization, all of our volunteer staff are in contact daily with other individuals. Often they are also hearing a lot of personal information from other people as well, so we want to make sure we are bringing people into the organization that will respect others, that will respect the information they are

\section{A. The purpose of police record checks: why are organizations asking for record checks?}
hearing, that won’t try to take advantage of it. Because this is really a human services organization, we have to be maybe more careful than other types of workplaces where there may not be that level of human interaction…. So I think because the people we’re working with are all working very closely with other individuals who are sharing their personal information with them in some cases, we really have to make sure we have folks we can trust to operate in the way we expect them to operate.

Most organizations stated that record checks were requested to prevent the “wrong people” from volunteering or working with vulnerable individuals. When pressed on what type of “wrong people” organizations were trying to screen out, a few broad categories of concerns were consistently raised: the risk of child sexual abuse, financial crimes against adult vulnerable individuals, and workplace violence in general. Organizations were also frequently concerned about employee and volunteer access to private information such as addresses or phone numbers.

“\nIt’s been too complicated to do police record checks for some volunteers and staff but not for others. To make it simpler, most [organizations] have adopted a blanket policy saying that everyone has to have them. They’ll say the funder or insurance requires it or it’s part of their risk-mitigation strategy…. Most organizations did the checks, but they had no idea what to do with them, how long to keep them, what the privacy implications were of that information.\n
— Staff person, Ontario organization servicing voluntary sector

Government contracts and grants were also identified as one of the drivers of record checks. In general conversations with Ontario organizations, they report that government contracts and grants required them to record check their staff and volunteers.150 There is no comprehensive reporting on the number of provincial government contracts or funding agreements that require police record checks. Organizations that worked with or were contractors for the federal government reported that mandatory federal government security practices required all employees to undergo police record checks if they will have access to a location with even a minimal amount of private information.151
The goal of protecting private, personal information appears to be driving criminal record check practices in at least some private sector industries as well. As one interview participant familiar with private sector pre-employment screening practices explained:

Consumers are becoming more aware of how their information is being used or how their information is gathered and stored. . . . So, I think the drive or the demand from the consumers for organizations is to increase their security and their risk measures. . . . It’s gonna make them more accountable, more aware, and to drive up the security measures,

The Ontario Public Service Personnel Screening Checks Policy provides a good overview of the common goals and intended results of criminal records screening in an employment context. The following excerpt from the policy was reproduced in Ontario Public Service Employees Union v. Association of Management, Administrative and Professional Crown Employees of Ontario, 2010 CanLII 52649 (ON GSB).

**INTRODUCTION**

Employees of the Ontario Public Service (OPS) are entrusted with protecting the public interest. Employees take great pride in their efforts at protecting the public interest and in communicating to the public that the public’s trust is warranted.

In order to ensure that the public trust continues to be protected, a policy regarding personnel screening checks is being introduced. This policy will ensure that there is consistent practice in screening across the OPS; that the level of intrusiveness related to screening is based on a consistent evaluation of risk and that in an age of increasing concern about identity theft, identity fraud and security, appropriate action is being taken.

Strengthening the organization’s security processes regarding its employees is part of a modern framework to risk management where processes are routinely examined to ensure that risk is identified and appropriately addressed. As well, personnel screening checks are one element of a modern framework for recruitment that provides for the ability to ensure that hiring decisions are well founded.

This personnel screening check policy will not only harmonize practice across the OPS but will align the practices of the OPS with the practices of other public, private, non-profit and volunteer organizations. Personnel screening checks will ensure:

- An enhanced protection of the public interest.
- A safe working environment for all employees.
- Protection of the organization’s assets and people.
- Due diligence on the part of the employer with respect to the recruitment and selection of individuals.

**PURPOSE**

The intent of this policy is to support the Government of Ontario’s objective of providing appropriate protection for its employees, stakeholders, assets, information and business processes in the most effective and efficient manner within a modernized recruitment framework. The policy will:

- Support the Government of Ontario’s business objectives by safeguarding employees and assets and assuring the continued delivery of service.
- Provide a harmonized and consistent application of personnel screening practices in the Ontario Public Service.
- Align the Government of Ontario’s personnel screening practices with established best practices acceptable in the security industry.
and practices and policies to ensure that there is a heightened level of security around consumer information.

The more that companies view personal consumer information as a high-value asset to be protected, the more relatively low-level jobs such as cleaning services and data entry are going to be pushed towards a securitized model.

B. The scope of current record check practices: who is required to submit record checks?

“*In our training, we try to impart that blanket check is unnecessary and it should be related to the position . . . . It was a real stretch to get them [organizations] to do that . . . . for two reasons. One, it’s more work. And two, boards of directors are risk averse . . . . They really wanted just to have [a blanket policy] . . . . because [they would say], ‘If anything were to happen, if we didn’t do a police record check on that particular person . . . . so . . . . let’s just cover everybody.’*

– Staff person, Ontario organization servicing voluntary sector

The majority of organizations we interviewed require all of their volunteers and staff to submit to the most detailed level of record check – the vulnerable sector check; in British Columbia, many organizations followed the procedure for vulnerable sector screening set out by the Criminal Records Review Act. Although all of these organizations did provide services to the vulnerable sector, not all of their staff or volunteers were directly involved in service provision, and very few volunteers were ever in unsupervised contact with vulnerable individuals or in positions of power or authority. In some organizations even board members, who had no contact with the vulnerable sector, were required to provide vulnerable sector checks. One Nova Scotia interviewee stated that organizational record checks policies were “handed-down processes” and that organizations “weren’t critically thinking about whether or not it was the right thing to do, whether they needed to do it, and what information it was giving them.” Another Ontario interviewee indicated that, although not all the staff worked with the vulnerable sector, it was nonetheless an organizational policy that everyone had to provide a vulnerable sector check:

[We require police record checks] for everything. All staff that’s hired are required to provide police checks. I believe they are all required at the vulnerable sector level. They probably shouldn’t be, but the majority of the positions are working with children and youth at some point, so that has been a standard practice there. Our volunteers, which are the
people that I coordinate, are all required to provide police checks as well, so vulnerable sector check if they are working with children and youth, and just a police information check if they are working in other positions where they are not working with vulnerable sector.

... I know, when I started three years ago [all staff] was required to get a vulnerable sector check. And I made the recommendation about two years ago that that probably should not be the case, but I don’t know what has happened since then. They were just doing it across the board, as were a lot of organizations at that point, and I don’t know whether they’ve changed that practice or not.

Very few organizations indicated that they differentiated between those positions that required vulnerable sector checks and those that required a less invasive form of record check. We found that numerous organizations were requiring vulnerable sector checks for positions where there was no particular relationship of authority over or trust with the vulnerable sector. These kinds of requests contravene the Criminal Records Act.

“Almost everybody these days are requiring [a criminal record check]. It’s getting to be a pretty accepted practice. Sometimes I think it’s overused.... My understanding is that with the school right now, even the parents who want to go on a day trip have to have been cleared, approved.

Q: Do you think that’s useful?

No. You could be with your child and have those same handicaps at home, but because you’re on a school outing, you can’t be there, doesn’t really make sense to me, because a school outing is supposed to be supervised.

– Executive director of community organization and former police officer

Organizations provided a variety of reasons for these blanket record check practices. The most common rationale was that, although an individual might not be working directly with the vulnerable sector, they may nonetheless encounter children, the elderly, or other vulnerable individuals in passing on the organization’s premises. Other organizations justified the policy on the basis that volunteers or staff might start out stuffing envelopes but, after a few years, switch roles...
to a position providing direct services and that it would be too difficult to require a record check at the point of transfer. Many identified logistical issues: it was easier to impose standard volunteer recruitment requirements for all volunteer positions, and requiring a person who had been volunteering for several years to provide a criminal record check may be insulting to the volunteer. One organization had been explicitly told by their insurance company that vulnerable sector searches were required for every person in their organization, including their board members and administrative staff.

“Any staff person within the organization has to [get a vulnerable sector check]. Which I find very interesting because… in my function right now I’m mainly an administrative person. And my contact with patients could be absolutely zero…. My exposure to sensitive information would be zero, my exposure to risk for vulnerable people would be pretty much nil. I could understand with respect to financial crime… because I am responsible for a corporate card. I just think it’s interesting that as a blanket the whole [health organization] requires that you have a criminal record check to work here.

– Staff person, Nova Scotia healthcare organization

C. Interpreting the results

1. How are record checks being used in the recruitment process?

Although almost all organizations required potential staff and volunteers to provide police record checks, very few provided their staff or applicants with specific policy guidance as to how those record checks should be used or applied. As described by one interviewee who had provided training in volunteer screening procedures, “What we noticed missing was that they’d have a policy that says everyone should have a police record check but didn’t have procedures to say who saw it, how does it get filed, how do we [use] information based on what the records say.” Decisions about how to proceed once a record check disclosed some kind of incident, or what type of criminal history would preclude an applicant from a particular position, were often left to the discretion of the individual volunteer manager or hiring staff. Many interviewees said that if a record check came back with a result on it, they would consult with a peer, their direct manager or the executive director to determine what course of action to take.
BOX 4
Private sector for-profit employers – a perspective from one corporate human resources professional

What is the purpose of the record check?

“The police check is used primarily for three things: one, confirm identity…; two, to determine any sort of convictions that are concerning to the organization; and the third piece is to simply help establish any patterns… For example, are you someone that is constantly moving every six months.”

“… talent acquisition is an activity of management risk and as such we need to ensure that folks that are coming into an organization not only met the minimum criteria but also were eligible to work and didn’t have any sort of criminal background that would prevent them from being successful or would deem to be some sort of threat or risk to the organization.”

Who would be required to provide a record check?

“[There are] very isolated incidents of not performing checks; I would say that the majority of the time we conduct checks…”

How are decisions made based on the results?

“… we called it a tiered approach. Tier one, being any sort of offence, any sort of criminal offence. In particular, because we’re involved in an environment where… we work in close proximity to other people, specifically ones of harmful nature. Any sort of sexual offences… violent acts. And then we looked at tier two, convictions that took place a significant time period that may or may not have any sort of direct correlation to the job. So we always use the example of someone who is working in the call centre, they were convicted of drunk driving three or four years ago. Well, that’s a conviction, but they are not required to drive in their job. So, therefore, we’ll look at it in a case by case scenario… Tier two is… let’s look at the situation, let’s look at the individual, let’s look at their total background and determine how big of a threat they are to our organization, if they are a threat at all.”

Are all employers using this approach?

“No. I don’t think that’s a common practice at all. Organizations are still trying to determine what is their best approach. I think what is becoming more prevalent though in this war for talent is [to reject] the one-size-fits approach. Therefore, what sort of methodology or approach are we going to employ that will ensure that we continue to get good talent in the door while minimizing the amount of risk that we’re taking on as well. So, whether it’s a tiered structure, a role segmentation, whether it’s looking at it from a geographic perspective. Companies are going to get pretty creative within the boundaries of conducting successful police checks and how the result of the police checks are going to make an impact on their decision to hire.”

Interviewees also had a wide range of instincts regarding how they would respond to specific entries on a criminal record check. Some organizations are simply taking a zero-tolerance approach to any notation on a record check. As one Nova Scotia interviewee stated, “there’s certain people… that if they didn’t get a clear, they wouldn’t go ahead with allowing them to volunteer.” A trainer in British Columbia echoed these comments, stating that for some organizations the appearance of a record of conviction meant a person would be simply rejected without any further inquiries:

There are a few that just will say that [if there’s any conviction that person can’t volunteer with us] straight out… that tells me that
there are more that are thinking that and not saying it, know that it's probably not a good thing to say. But part of that is, people thinking, I really don't feel comfortable, I don't know how to make a decision that would say no. And I've had privacy officers tell me – because each organization has to have its own privacy officer – I've had privacy officers say, you know, you really can't take any risks. Because privacy issues around a potential volunteer and their criminal record shouldn't be a concern to managers of volunteers. Because [the volunteer manager's] number one priority is to avoid risk to their clients and other volunteers. So you've gotta look at a conviction as a serious risk factor.

The interviews with individuals who conduct trainings on volunteer screening in Alberta and Ontario confirmed that similar trends existed in those provinces as well. An Ontario survey by the John Howard Society of Ontario found that 15% of businesses who responded would not hire anyone with a positive background check. Most of the organizations interviewed in the course of this research, however, indicated that they would at least consider whether the criminal history was relevant to the anticipated position before determining whether an individual could volunteer. Previous convictions for sexual assaults against vulnerable populations or financial fraud were common examples of entries that would be highly relevant to most organizations, depending on the specific position. Interviewees also frequently cited the example of an old impaired driving conviction as one that would not necessarily preclude an individual from volunteering, unless the position involved driving. Many interviewees also stated that they would not accept someone who had a “violent” offence on their record because of concerns that person may be “hot headed” or have a “short fuse.”

Finally, interviews also showed that volunteer managers had secondary uses for the police record checks, beyond direct candidate screening. Numerous organizations stated that the criminal record check requirement in practice functioned as a way to deter “inappropriate” individuals from applying. The interviews also made it clear that the criminal record check functioned as an additional interview tool for assessing a person's character or judgment. They felt that knowing a person's criminal history, for example, provided additional insight into an applicant's past and allowed for more probing questions in the interview process. Religious organizations were also interested in criminal history to identify any individuals who had committed acts that were contrary to their religious tenets. For one church, knowing a resident's criminal history was useful to provide more comprehensive ministry services to that person.
It is worth noting that self-reported information about sensitive decision-making practices should be viewed with caution. Studies from the United States have shown that employers whose interview statements indicated an increased likelihood to hire an individual with a criminal record in fact were no more likely to do so in practice. This was particularly true for those hiring managers that had a large amount of discretion in determining the relevance and impact of an applicant’s criminal record, a situation that applied to almost all the organizations we surveyed. Researchers have theorized that individuals with a large amount of personal discretion are more likely to be concerned about the personal and professional consequences of hiring an individual with a criminal record and are therefore more likely to be risk averse in the hiring decision.

Q: Do you see the criminal record as a predictive tool?
A: Yes, I do. Regardless of what it is, if they wanted to work with children and that comes up, they wouldn’t be able to.

Q: What about, say, a DUI?
A: If it was a teenager when this happened, and this is twenty years later, I’d probably let it go, especially where they’re not driving any children, we’ve met them a few times and there’s been no liquor on them or anything like that. If it’s just last year, then I’d suggest them to fill it out again in five years and they’d probably never come back.

Q: What is it about a DUI then, given that they’re not driving children or they’re not involved with a vehicle at all, that would be of concern in this situation?
A: Well, it’s against the law to start with, and if they can’t follow the law, they probably won’t follow policy. If they’re handling confidential information, who’s to say if they’re having a few drinks and names come up and something like that. I wouldn’t want to take the risk.

– Interview, Nova Scotia organization

2. Treatment of non-conviction records, police contact and mental health information

Numerous jurisdictions release non-conviction information and police contact histories on record checks. In general, organizations indicated that they would treat non-conviction entries similarly to convictions:
they would ask about the circumstances of the incident, how old it was, and other details to determine whether an applicant was suitable for a position. Individuals across the country who trained volunteer organizations, however, stated that the organizations did not have a good understanding of what a non-conviction record was or whether this information would be included on a police background check. One Ontario trainer, when asked whether organizations understood the different terminology on police record checks that would indicate whether an entry was a conviction or not, replied:

Not well enough. I do not think that understanding the difference should be left as a responsibility of the organization. It's not their experience. They don't have the knowledge base to be able to understand that easily.

Another trainer stated she was unsure whether this information should be released on record checks:

I think the question is always, what are you gonna do with it, to what end? If something comes up in the record check that there’s a mental illness, or if they've been involved with a police altercation… when they were inebriated or whatever that might be. How – y’know, does that mean that they can't do the job that they’re tasked with? So, and I think the whole sophistication and understanding, I think that the non-profit sector just doesn’t, by and large, have a good way of handling.

Most managers themselves, however, were reluctant to say they did not want this information, and thought it might be relevant to the recruitment process.

Direct service providers in jurisdictions that disclosed mental health interactions on police checks generally expressed concern about taking on an individual with a mental health–related entry on their police check. One interviewee, for example, stated that, although he was unsure whether he should be requesting mental health information, if a record came back showing a mental health apprehension it would be a “big red flag” and raise concerns about violence, instability and potential harm to the children. As described by a volunteer manager trainer in British Columbia:

One of the things managers will say is, “I want to know about those negative contacts with police. I don’t want to bring in somebody who has self-harmed, or has been brought into the hospital with a psychotic episode.” And [they] are completely unaware that that in itself is protected, that our human rights legislation says you can’t discriminate
against someone with a disability or a mental illness. And to just say because that happened you can’t volunteer is in fact discrimination.

[When they find that out,] there’s a lot of thoughtful faces. But then there’s also [people who say,] “Well, you know really I feel it’s dangerous. I feel it’s a risk.” And they have no way to assess the current psychological stability of the person. There is no process where they would phone the person’s psychologist or anything like that, which in itself might be a privacy concern anyway. So they really are left to their own devices in terms of what they’re personally comfortable with or not. So it really hugely varies from organization to organization.

There was a lot of confusion [when a record came back with a notation on it]. Most organizations, it would be either their HR person or their volunteer manager or their executive director, depending on how big the organization was, that would see those police record checks. There was a lot of confusion about what the wording meant and what it was on there.

And, there was a lot of confusion around what they did with those things. For example, if… Big Brothers and Sisters were screening out someone that could be alone with a child in that program. Certain driving things come up. How does that affect whether a person is a good match for, to be a good brother, if they have driving things on their record? What if it’s drunk driving? What if it’s just a driving infraction? So those conversations were very difficult, and I would say the sector in general has very little understanding of how to… actually assess the value of what was on the record check.

– Staff person, organization servicing voluntary sector

She went on to describe both her own discomfort at receiving mental health information as an executive director, as well as other organizations’ reluctance to take on an individual with that type of record:

As ED, when one comes back with a hit, it’s up to me to decide whether that volunteer is a risk or not in the police record check system. And usually it would be that “box 4” that’s checked, and that would be some kind of negative contact with police. Something that hasn’t turned into a charge, or that hasn’t turned into a conviction,
but it's there on the record. And not knowing what it was, I would need to find out before I could make a decision. And that would mean I would have to have conversations with volunteers to find out was in that box, and I would feel really uncomfortable with that because I was finding out things that I really had no right to know. I found out that someone had been taken to the hospital because they had had a psychotic episode ten years ago. I don't need to know that, and it's uncomfortable for someone to have to tell me that. And it really shouldn't have any bearing on whether or not I bring them in as a volunteer. But for a lot of organizations, they would look at that and go, well, we can't have somebody who is psychologically unstable, and they would have no way of knowing if that is still a problem or not a problem, and so if you are risk averse, you just won't take any risks at all. So there really wasn't any process in our field to balance the human rights concerns, versus the privacy concerns, versus the risk concerns. Because we've all been so trained about risk that people think if there's any risk at all then we'd better not take it.

In jurisdictions where this information was not usually provided, several interviewees thought it would be “useful” to know if an applicant had prior mental health–related interactions with the police. Some viewed it as a relevant screening tool, while others thought they could use this information to provide extra support to that volunteer or staff person. Other interviewees, however, were unsure why that information would be relevant or how they would use it. One interviewee from BC, who did not receive that kind of information on the police checks in her area, stated, “I've heard of other cities that have had [mental health information] come back. And I think that's horrifying. I don't need to know that somebody tried to commit suicide last week.”

There's 46,000 non-profit organizations in Ontario. Half of them don’t have any paid staff. It could be service clubs like Lions Club, they could be soccer clubs, minor hockey associations, and many of them have volunteers in positions with vulnerable citizens. So if you have no paid staff and your volunteer or volunteer coordinator rotates every year, how do you maintain those policies and procedures in a way that... is legal, and also ensures appropriate risk management? And, is respectful of the volunteers and the clients themselves. It’s a tricky situation.

— Staff person, Ontario organization servicing voluntary sector
3. Balancing risk mitigation, privacy and human rights

Overall, it appears organizations are risk averse and have little understanding of their human rights and privacy obligations towards volunteers and employees. Most of the direct service providers we interviewed were not aware that human rights laws might apply. Some of these answers may reflect the fact that not all jurisdictions disclose mental health information, and some provinces prohibit discrimination on the basis of a criminal record. However, a trainer from a jurisdiction that provides relatively comprehensive human rights protection for prospective employees with criminal records reported that most organizations were not aware of their human rights obligations:

[Organizations are] definitely risk averse…. I think probably in the last four months I’ve trained one hundred organizations…. And most of them are quite surprised that human rights is even an issue in what they’re doing. They see volunteering as something that’s, you know, voluntary. They could see it if someone was being denied a work opportunity, like a paid job; they can’t see it in terms of a volunteer opportunity…. 

Similar sentiments were echoed by an Ontario interviewee with extensive experience training organizations on volunteer screening:

[Organizations’] primary concern was around risk management and mitigation as opposed to privacy and human rights issues, and it rarely came up in our conversations with them. In some savvy organizations, it would come up in terms of who sees this information and what we do with it.

There was greater awareness that record checks raised privacy concerns. Most organizations recognized that a record check contained sensitive personal information and stated that they ensured the results were kept as confidential as possible and stored in a secure location. In general, however, the requirement to disclose the private information in the application process was not seen as engaging privacy concerns: individuals who did not want to disclose this information should simply not volunteer. As one Ontario interviewee stated, “[t]he bottom line… is your duty of care for your clients. So if you have some doubt, you have to ask for [the information].”
I am trying to help the agencies come to a point when they can get and understand what they should request and what they should do with it. . . . I don’t know if it’s reasonable or fair to load that onto a sector that has no experience or knowledge of it.

If we want to do it properly, what do we want them to do, what do we need to give them or what kind of training do we need to provide and how thorough or effective do we think that training needs to be to serve the purpose we want to serve. I’ve got serious doubts. I’ve been training on this topic for fifteen years. I get folks coming back who have been through it before to better understand it. So if it’s that difficult – and it is, trying to help a sector understand what a police record check means, it’s a very complicated body of knowledge – I would prefer to find a different way to solve it, than trying to help keep them OK enough to understand all of their complicated obligations.

– Staff person, Ontario organization servicing voluntary sector
Numerous private companies offer police record check services in Canada, actively marketing their products to a broad spectrum of industries, including government, healthcare, banking and finance, energy, retail, telecommunications and landlords. These companies provide a range of services, from basic name-based criminal record checks, to RCMP-authorized fingerprint capture, to holistic human resources screening and management, to in-depth private investigations. There is very little data about how many Canadian employers use these services. In one recent survey of Ontario employers, over half of those who requested police record checks used a third-party provider to facilitate this process. Only one of the not-for-profit organizations we interviewed used a private sector record check company. Several volunteer managers who we interviewed, however, stated that they had received marketing calls from these companies, and a wide range of organizations and businesses are shown in publicly available client lists.

To gain a better understanding of the industry we surveyed nine companies that were offering some form of Canadian criminal record check service (see Appendix). Based on our review of publicly available information and selected interviews, the third-party record check companies we surveyed operate their pre-employment police check services on a consent basis. In general, the companies receive consents from the individual applicants – either directly or via the employer – and then transmit the applicant’s information to specific local police services that run the record checks. These local police services appear to be small services that have contracts with the private companies and will run the checks for applicants regardless of where they live. These arrangements can generate revenue for the police service. The variability in local police practice creates variability in the results of the record checks received by the companies. Because companies partner with police services across the country, individual applicants will not know what police organization is actually running a check. This can make it difficult, if not impossible, to reliably predict how a particular record check will be processed. Once the contracted police
service completes the relevant database searches, the results are sent back to the private company to be forwarded on to the applicant or, if authorized by the applicant, a third-party recipient.

All the companies surveyed provided at least a name-based criminal record check, where an applicant is asked to self-declare their criminal record. A smaller selection of the companies had also entered into agreements with the RCMP to facilitate the collection and transmission of fingerprints for certified criminal record checks. At least one company also offers to help police services process record check requests – for example, by setting up an online “virtual front desk” and facilitating the collection of individual identification and consents.

In addition to the basic criminal record check, a number of the companies are providing services that facilitate the discovery of non-conviction records. At least two companies, for example, offer provincial record checks, which include a search of provincial court records “in the public domain” and “usually reveal all details of an offence, including date, location, conviction status and sentence.” Others offer “premium” or “enhanced” criminal record searches that include searches of local police records and “other relevant data banks” that they advertise as being able to identify a wide range of non-conviction information, including non-conviction dispositions and negative police contacts. Most organizations do not specify what databases are being searched or the process by which access to this information is facilitated.

The RCMP has in the past raised a number of concerns about the conduct of private sector record check providers and in 2010 stated that companies were engaging in practices that directly contravened federal law and policy. The RCMP cited “questionable business practices, including a lack of identity verification and informed consent for individuals undergoing criminal record checks” and “instances of criminal record information being disseminated without confirming identity by means of a fingerprint comparison….” They also stated that private companies were conducting vulnerable sector checks which “potentially conflict with the Criminal Records Act and the CPIC Reference Manual policy.” They were also concerned that private companies were not offering as comprehensive searches as those offered by local police services, as the private sector–facilitated searches usually did not include relevant local records or queries of the Investigative and Intelligence CPIC data banks. In response to these concerns, the RCMP issued a new policy clearly stating that third-party companies are not authorized to conduct or mediate vulnerable sector searches.
Despite the fact that it has been nearly four years since the clarified RCMP policy took effect, several individuals we spoke to reported receiving marketing calls that left them with the impression that private companies could conduct vulnerable sector checks. One company claims on its website that it can “assist with obtaining a search of the Pardoned Sexual Offenders Registry.” Access to information requests also revealed correspondence within a police service expressing concern and requesting immediate action to address misleading advertising from a national private sector company.

Third party–facilitated access to non-conviction records also raises concerns. One company asks individuals to disclose all non-conviction police contacts and offers to verify that information through a local police service. There is no indication of what databases will be searched, and the manner in which the search is conducted potentially discloses sealed records including pardoned offences, diverted charges and youth records. Based on the description of the service, if this record check uses RCMP databases, it is likely in violation of federal policy.

Another private company states that it can access local records by having its partner police service(s) search the Firearms Interest Police (FIP) database. This database was created in 1998 for internal policing and law enforcement purposes in order to flag individuals who may be ineligible to hold a firearms license. Non-conviction records from local police forces are automatically uploaded to this database daily. In 2001, the Federal Privacy Commissioner criticized the accuracy of the information in the database, raising concerns about the propriety of using this information as a screening mechanism:

A FIP hit sometimes directs the FO [firearms officer] to unsubstantiated and derogatory information, unproven charges or allegations, hearsay, records that are older than 5 years, incidents and charges that have been cleared or acquitted, duplicate entries as well as information about witnesses, victims of crime and various other associated subjects. People are unaware that they are being flagged in FIP as possible risks to public safety. Also, inaccurate information on FIP or information that has already been the subject of a previous investigation and cleared, is used over and over.

Even if the quality and accuracy of FIP records has improved in the last decade, the privacy commissioner’s description of unsubstantiated, unproven allegations, “cleared” charges and acquittals is accurate with respect to non-conviction records in general. In order to avoid disclosing the content of a record directly, applicants who have a FIP entry are told that “possible relevant information may exist” and told to
approach the originating police services to “determine if the record(s) are relevant to the screening process, and if any information relating to the record(s) may be released.” This process accords with federal government policy directing these searches. Redirecting an applicant to the originating police force, however, will place some individuals in an impossible situation, as many police services will not provide a record check for an individual who does not live within their service area. Moreover, as this database is distinct from the Investigative and Intelligence data banks referenced by the RCMP in 2010, the concerns about under-inclusivity of these “local” record searches remain.

The practice of collecting personal information from court records for the purposes of an employment background check is also concerning. The fact that court records are public information does not necessarily mean that collection is authorized under PIPEDA or provincial statutes. Although PIPEDA has an exemption allowing for the non-consensual collection of information that is publicly available in a record or document of a judicial or quasi-judicial body, the Federal Privacy Commissioner has found that this exemption “only applies where the collection, use and disclosure of the personal information relates directly to the purpose for which the information appears in the publicly available record or document.”

Even where this information is collected with an individual’s consent, searching court records could reveal records that are intended to be sealed and are unavailable through standard police record checks. These may include convictions that have been pardoned or record suspended and diverted charges. If there is significant growth in this form of record check, it could effectively undermine many of the legislative protections in place to prevent the continued disclosure and impact of a criminal record.

Finally, although the companies generally touted their legal compliance by assuring customers they fully comply with PIPEDA, there was in general no mention of the potential privacy obligations their clients might owe to employees or volunteers. One company, for example, urged landlords to get record checks and credit checks on prospective tenants, a practice that contravenes privacy laws. Another company’s FAQs answered questions about the legality of background checks only with reference to human rights statutes; the fact that there might be provincial and federal privacy legislation governing pre-employment or volunteer screening was not mentioned.

As organizations engaged in commercial activity within Canada, private sector record check companies are required to comply with PIPEDA and, where applicable, provincial privacy statutes. During the course of our interviews we received reports that some companies, in particular
those based in the United States, were not operating in compliance with federal privacy law. We performed a basic privacy compliance survey of nine companies that offer Canadian criminal record checks (see Appendix). Although all of the companies had some form of privacy statement on their website, the level of detail provided in these statements varied considerably between companies.

Overall, the privacy policies were not detailed enough to let prospective customers know what kind of information would be disclosed in a criminal or provincial record check. Presumably, further details on the information that would be collected and disclosed for specific checks should have been found either on the companies’ websites or certainly on the relevant consent forms. Most publicly available service descriptions were too vague to allow an individual to know what databases would be searched or predict what information might be disclosed. This was particularly true for those companies offering some form of “enhanced” criminal record search. Consent forms were also not available on the majority of the companies’ websites. When we contacted these organizations to request the consent forms, fewer than half of the companies replied. Many of the consent forms provided did not address the more detailed checks offered.
VI. THE FALSE PROMISE OF A POLICE RECORD CHECK

As shown in Section IV of this report, organizations have a variety of reasons for requiring potential or existing employees, volunteers, students or service recipients to provide a criminal record check. Ultimately, however, the most compelling justification for these checks is that they reduce the risk of criminal acts being committed in the workplace. Organizations want to protect their organization, staff and clients from possible incidents of fraud, theft and violence, and be seen by the public to be offering that protection.

When asked about whether a criminal record check is a useful way to protect vulnerable clients or mitigate organizational risk, most interviewees readily acknowledged that it was not a flawless screening tool. It was frequently stated that a record check was “only as good as the day it is printed” and that while it was an important step in the screening process, it was just one step out of many. A criminal record check without further screening steps, interviewees acknowledged, would not mitigate all risks.

Interviewees, however, did not tend to question whether a past criminal record was indicative of a risk that an individual would commit a criminal act against the organization or its clients or volunteers. There was a general consensus that excluding individuals with criminal records from employment or volunteering would reduce the risk of a similar criminal act happening in the future. For example, there was a frequent assumption that a person with an impaired driving charge or conviction presented an unacceptable risk if the position included driving. No respondents questioned whether a person with one prior impaired charge was actually more likely than another individual to drive intoxicated while on the job.

The assumed correlation between a prior criminal conviction or record of police contact and the likelihood of future criminal acts in the workplace needs to be questioned. The little empirical research that has been done on this issue suggests that prior criminal convictions are not reliable indicia of a person’s likelihood to commit an employment-related criminal offence in the future. The utility of workplace screening based on non-conviction records is even more questionable.
The logic supporting the relevance of police record checks as a screening tool has a strong intuitive appeal: if a person committed a certain crime, or had a run-in with the police in the past, it is believed that they will be more likely than others to repeat that behaviour in the future. Unfortunately, social science evidence regarding the connection between past behaviour and future behaviour shows that past behaviour is a useful assessment tool only under specific conditions. For example, past behaviour is most useful as a predictor if:

- the behaviour has been frequently repeated or is habitual,
- a short amount of time has passed,
- the person is fairly behaviourally consistent,
- if the person finds themself in essentially the same “triggering” context,
- the person is essentially unchanged, and
- the past behaviour has not been corrected by negative feedback.\(^{180}\)

When these conditions are not present – because, for example, the specific situation the person will be in is different, time has passed, the behaviour was infrequent or the person has changed – past behaviour is not a reliable predictive tool.

Turning to criminal records specifically, studies have found that there is a correlation between having an existing conviction and the likelihood of being re-arrested for another crime – albeit not necessarily a related offence.\(^{181}\) This correlation is also time limited; the BC Information and Privacy Commissioner cites one US study that suggests that “the risk of new offences among individuals who have not offended for six or seven years begins to approximate the risk of new offences among persons with no previous criminal record.”\(^{182}\) The existence of a correlation, however, does not make criminal records a good predictive tool. Evidence-based risk assessment tools used by trained professionals in the Canadian justice system include not only an individual’s record of convictions but also family ties, education, employment, personal attitude and many other dynamic factors.\(^{183}\) Academic literature has also questioned the validity of transposing generalizations regarding risk from one population to another (e.g., across countries, men to women, across cultures).\(^{184}\) Moreover, even after taking into account a wider range of factors, generalized risk-prediction matrices will not offer insight into whether a new criminal offence will actually be committed by a specific individual, whether the offence will be violent, or whether there is any specific risk in a workplace setting.

Probably the most important factor that is overlooked when general recidivism risk assessments are used in the employment context is, ironically, the potential impact of obtaining employment. Stable
employment, as well as the income, stable housing and social networks that employment can foster, are significant protective factors against future reoffending.\footnote{185} Moreover, studies have found that risk factors as interpreted by employers or other agencies requesting background checks “depart markedly from criteria included in commonly accepted and validated assessments of offender risk,” throwing doubt on the practical utility of employers and volunteer agencies receiving this information.\footnote{186}

Very few studies have specifically examined whether police record checks are an effective way to reduce crime in the workplace. The research that has been conducted in this area, however, suggests that records of conviction are not good predictive tools for workplace screening. There is one academic study we are aware of that tracked reoffending in the employment context. They found that “variables which normally predict subsequent criminal activity made no impact in trying to predict offenses against an employer.”\footnote{187} Specifically, age and previous criminal history, which are usually correlated to future criminal offences, were not predictive of the likelihood to commit employment-related offences.\footnote{188} Even when the group of offenders was narrowed to those who had specifically committed a previous criminal offence against an employer, there was no measurable difference in these individuals’ likelihood to commit work-related crimes:

This series [of individuals] – many with poor records in terms of offenses against employers – unexpectedly showed that previous OAE [offences against employers] offenses do not provide much help in predicting the likelihood of subsequent OAE offenses, nor, again perhaps more surprisingly, do criminal histories (in terms of the typologies we developed) provide any assistance. Indeed, the variables that normally predict the likelihood of subsequent criminal activity made no impact in trying to predict OAE activity.\footnote{189}

According to the authors, the study’s findings “should challenge the ‘exaggerated fears’ of employers.”\footnote{190}

The questionable predictive value of criminal records in the employment context is reinforced by some ad hoc observations about the nature of criminal acts in Canadian workplaces. A survey of the perpetrators of fraud in Canadian workplaces found that 88.9% of fraudsters in the survey had “never been charged or convicted of a fraud-related offence,” indicating that “criminal background checks will have limited effectiveness as an anti-fraud measure.”\footnote{191} Similarly, a Toronto Star investigative report on the requirement that new teachers receive a police check concluded that “the police check is an illusion of security that is not worth the paper it is printed on.”\footnote{192} A report into teacher

\textbf{B. Criminal convictions and the workplace: an irrelevant factor in predicting future work-related crime?}
misconduct in 2000 had recommended police checks and background screening for all teachers. The *Toronto Star*’s 2011 investigation into Ontario teachers who had sexually assaulted and abused children over a ten-year period, however, showed that “all but one . . . had a clean record before they were finally caught and convicted” and the one who did have a record “simply forged his police check.”

One potential consequence of the overreliance on police record checks is that they will give employers and volunteer managers a false sense of security, leading them to rely less on or forgo ongoing oversight, check-in and accountability measures. Although best practice guides for volunteer screening consistently emphasize that police checks are only one step among many, organizations that do not have the capacity to implement all suggested screening steps focus at times exclusively on the police record check.

All of the above-referenced studies and evidentiary risk prediction tools speak to the utility (or lack thereof) of past criminal records of conviction. There is simply no evidence that a non-conviction record is predictive of future behaviour or a risk to public safety. The almost infinite range of circumstances that can give rise to a non-conviction record includes false allegations, very minor actions that do not constitute crimes, medical emergencies and even police contact with victims and witnesses. While employers and volunteer managers may feel they would like to have this information, the significant privacy invasions it occasions far outweigh any perceived benefit it has in the hiring process. Furthermore, considerable harm and suspicion may accrue from uninformed speculation regarding what the information might mean. For the vast majority of jobs, a criminal record check that discloses non-conviction information will be an unwarranted invasion of privacy and lead to discriminatory, stigmatizing outcomes for innocent individuals.

Despite the lack of evidence in this area, we do believe that there are some highly sensitive positions where extra precautions and security clearances, including a check of criminal records of convictions, may be reasonable. Moreover, although there may be reason for enhanced screening when individuals have ongoing, unsupervised contact with the vulnerable individuals, the least invasive screening mechanism should be used. It is our view that the procedure offered by the British Columbia *Criminal Records Review Act* is less intrusive than a police record check and should be used as the primary vulnerable sector screening mechanism whenever possible.
It is estimated that 13% of Canadians adults – and by extrapolation one in five adult Canadian men – have a formal criminal record of convictions. The barriers that record checks create for individuals who are trying to reintegrate into society after having been convicted of a crime have been well documented, particularly in the United States. Individuals with records experience significant barriers in the areas of employment, volunteer and educational opportunities; housing; immigration; and mobility and subsequent interactions with the criminal justice system. On an individual level, it can be deeply demoralizing to know that, after having served a full sentence, you will continue to pay for a past mistake for years more through the continued impact of having a criminal record. A criminal record can extend punishment beyond the judicial sentence, preventing individuals from moving on with their lives and returning to a full, normal participation in the labour force, family and community. On a societal level, putting in place unnecessary barriers to employment and education increases marginalization and, with it, the likelihood that an individual will commit another criminal offence. Education, employment and the financial and social stability that comes with a steady job are key elements that help prevent recidivism. As reviewed in the previous section, we could identify no evidence showing that police record checks enhance workplace safety. Widespread, unnecessary police record checks do not contribute to public safety; they undermine it.

Less academic work has been done on the impact that non-conviction records have on individuals and society. Based solely on statistics about the number of charges that are withdrawn or dismissed, however, it is clear that a large percentage of Canadians have some form of non-conviction record or record of police contact. In 2011–2012 alone more than a third of all criminal cases – over 139,000 proceedings – did not result in any finding of guilt (i.e., the charges were withdrawn or stayed, an acquittal was entered, etc.). Moreover, just under half of all guilty findings resulted in “other [non-custodial] sentences,” including absolute and conditional discharges. This means that approximately two-thirds of all charges result in a non-conviction record – a figure that does not include all those who were never charged or the individuals...
BOX 5
Getting a job with a criminal record: two perspectives

Halifax, Nova Scotia

“The vast majority [of employers] do not want to hire if you’ve got a criminal record, . . . they’re not using any measure or rationale; they just don’t want to be bothered with it. So they just take a zero-tolerance approach. Even though there’s jobs within their organization for which having a criminal record would be absolutely, have no bearing on their ability to work there . . . .

Even if an employer might not be asking for the criminal record check per se, the post for the position, if that requires the employee to be bondable, so . . . either way it’s coming back to what a participant has in their background . . . that’s what makes the decision there . . . . A lot of the places we’ve been noticing, they may not make it obvious they’re going to ask for the criminal record check, and it may not be part of the initial application, but it ends up coming up, either upon the job offer or even a couple of weeks or months into employment that they require that for insurance . . . . [Then] they’re finished, because of this conditional hire.

[People with criminal records may get hired for] kitchen work, in some restaurants, or food services . . . somewhere where the kitchen staff is separate from any money or valuables . . . . There are some general labour smaller companies that don’t bother with the record check, or the bondability issue, but again the smaller scale operations, . . . oftentimes that’s not long-term work. That will be for a couple of jobs, and after that couple months period is done . . . seasonal work . . . .

Even the difficulty there is that it may be a condition of the contractor’s contract with the client that they all, everybody had to be screened in order to be on the premises. So a very obvious example would be the Department of National Defence, who hires a private contractor to do work, you won’t get in with a criminal record. They’ll just exclude you, they’ll just strike you off the list, because they make you submit all the names of employees and date of birth, and the list comes back and there’s just a whole bunch of names scratched off. Those people aren’t approved to come on site. [And they don’t do fingerprint verification], no, none of that.”

Toronto, Ontario

“I don’t [have a sense of what companies are not requiring record checks] anymore. Because it seems like every client that’s coming to me, they’re complaining about the exact same thing. And they come from a wide variety of experiences, training, background and education. They are qualified to do anything — from IT, to construction, to wanting to be in healthcare. Not wanting to be a nurse but just to be administrative support for example or a technician. It seems like everybody’s doing a background check now . . . . I try to point them in the construction or the trades area, as well as some social service agencies . . . .

Most of my clients are coming in ready to start a new job, maybe potentially in a new field . . . . Some of them are in the middle of their [city training], some are just finishing up their training, but they can’t get anywhere because of the record check.

The sense I get from my clients is that as soon as you have a record or they find out that you have a record, you’re not hireable anymore . . . . My clients tell me that those potential employers don’t directly tell them it’s because of their record that they’re not being hired, but they think . . . they get a sense it is because of their record. Because they meet the job description, they have the education and background and whatnot, they think they have provided good references, and that’s the only blemish they have in their entire application package.

Their frustrations mainly stem from, number one, every employer they go to is doing a record check and they can’t seem to pass it. And number two, the process of removing your record is so long, they still have to remain on social assistance. And that’s what they’re frustrated about. Because it’s like their life is on hold right now, and they can’t go anywhere or do anything. They’re stuck on welfare, they’re trying to become employed so that they are more financially stable, but they just can’t, and they feel like there’s a roadblock everywhere.”
who have a record of police contact due to casual contact or mental health issues in that year. If 13% of Canadians have a criminal record of conviction, the number of people with non-conviction records could easily be three times as high.

This calculation roughly aligns with statistics reported by the Vancouver Police Department (VPD). Of the 18,250 checks run in 2013, 797 of them disclosed some type of record. The vast majority of those 797 checks – 72% – disclosed only non-conviction information. Six percent of those records disclosed mental health information.

Since CCLA released its report on non-conviction records in the fall of 2012, the organization has received dozens of calls and emails from individuals across the country who have been directly impacted by non-conviction records in particular. The stories range from individuals who lost jobs because of baseless allegations, to students ejected from post-secondary degrees after years of study because of delays in obtaining a clear check, to professionals scared to phone 911 for medical assistance because of the potential consequences a police attendance could have on their careers, to community members who had been surveilled by the police and had been, for reasons unbeknownst to them, flagged as “gang affiliated.” Many people experienced concrete problems related to their employment, travel and community engagement. Even more were concerned about the impact that police contact, dismissed charges or a mental health history would have for themselves or their family members in the future and were looking for help navigating the opaque bureaucratic procedures in an attempt to “clear” the relevant records.

We talked to multiple individuals who, upon seeing that a placement or job required a record check, self-selected out of the process rather than disclosing their record and running the risk that they would be rejected because of it.

Other organizations that have examined non-conviction records have received similar reports. Professors at the University of Toronto have conducted a study to examine the impact of non-conviction records. Their preliminary conclusion is that “those with non-conviction records are increasingly being characterized as an undesirable candidate for employment, housing, citizenship, adoption and volunteer placements, among others.” The responses they received through their research closely align with the accounts of individual prejudice related by those who have contacted CCLA directly:

Our interviews reported multiple instances where police background checks resulted in the disclosure of a non-conviction disposition, including a peace bond, withdrawn charges and allegations that
resulted in people losing their jobs and compromising other opportunities and pro-social supports. Of particular concern is the growing impact of such checks on those with professional aspirations where accreditation or licensing (i.e., law, medicine, and education) requires a vulnerable sector background check in order to participate in placements. Our research results revealed various incidents where students finishing teacher’s college or social work school were shocked to find out they would not qualify for placements and were, therefore, unable to graduate. In the best cases, the record was cleared and the student only suffered stress, delay and financial loss. In the worst cases, the process of clearing the record took too long or was prohibited and the young person was unable to finish school, left with the burden of a heavy student debt. One interviewee reported on the experience of a young woman who after finishing all her university courses, was denied access to her field placement and unable to finish her program because of a decade old withdrawn charge. She was at the wrong place at the wrong time as a teenager. Although the charge was immediately withdrawn and she had no other recorded incidents, her career and finances were severely compromised. This case illustrates the precariousness of the presumption of innocence in situations where there are acquittals and/or charges are stayed, withdrawn or never applied in response to an allegation and how knowledge of contact with the police and courts (even if legally innocent) is equated with de facto guilt.

In another instance, a young man, who had experienced a difficult time after graduating from high school, threatened to kill himself and was sent to hospital after his concerned parents called the police. He was quickly released, recovered from his depression and moved on. Unfortunately, he was confronted about his record after applying to the military. The background check showed that he had a police record. This simple flag of a record caused him tremendous difficulty with his application…. Examples such as these raise increasing concerns regarding the barriers to seeking emergency medical assistance for fear of the lifelong effects of disclosure of police contact information.  

The research also identified cases where individuals experienced significant negative impacts in the areas of immigration, travel and the ability to obtain insurance due to non-conviction records.

Individuals with prior police contact are not the only ones impacted by the increasing demand for police record checks; policing services are also strained. Earlier this year the Toronto Police Service reported that in January 2014 there was a backlog of nearly 17,000 vulnerable sector record check applications. Applicants can wait four to six months
to process even a standard vulnerable sector check. Although interim staff were redeployed to help deal with the backlog, “this utilization of staffing comes at a cost to other areas of the program.”\textsuperscript{203} The delay in processing requests can be devastating: students who are not able to obtain their record check in time have been forced to withdraw from their college programs, and job seekers are forced to wait in limbo for months.\textsuperscript{204}

Policing services can recoup these resource allocations by increasing the costs of obtaining a record check – but this approach simply redistributes the costs to individuals or organizations. Depending on the location and whether fingerprints are necessary, the fees associated with record checks can range from free to over $100. Not-for-profit organizations and charities regularly express concerns about these costs. Where the organization pays for the record checks of its volunteers, it is frequently using donated or public money to cover this expense. Charities that cannot afford this expense must download that cost onto those who want to donate their time. Job seekers and students, who presumably do not have an income or are living on limited means, must similarly pay for expensive record checks before being hired. The difficulties caused by the cost and procedural differences between police services are issues that have been raised multiple times in different provinces.
An increasing number of Canadian organizations – employers, volunteer managers, educational institutions, licensing bodies and governments – are incorporating police record checks into their hiring and management practices. These background checks are highly privacy invasive and stigmatizing. Depending on the level of check requested and the jurisdiction, they can reveal not only previous criminal convictions but also a wide range of non-conviction records and police contacts which are of questionable value in the screening process. Local and federal databases store details about casual police contact, including unproven allegations, withdrawn charges and acquittals, as well as information about victims, witnesses and suspects. In numerous jurisdictions, information about unproven allegations, mental health apprehensions and suicide attempts in particular are frequently being included on police record checks.

A wide range of entry-level jobs and basic volunteer positions are now requiring some form of criminal record check. For the vast majority of positions, however, even a basic criminal record check will be unnecessary. A deeper police record check, particularly one that indiscriminately reveals police contact, mental health apprehensions and suicide attempts, will almost never be justifiable. This is not to say that criminal record checks are never appropriate: some security-sensitive positions warrant more in-depth background screening. There is also a legitimate need to screen those employees who will have ongoing, unsupervised contact with the vulnerable sector – although, as found by the BC Information and Privacy Commissioner, the scope of information that many of these organizations receive is far wider than is justifiable.

There is a general perception that getting a criminal record check is a useful risk-mitigation tool. The available social science evidence does not support this belief. Indeed, the few studies that have been done to date have found that past criminal convictions do not correlate with a likelihood to commit a work-related offence in the future. Employers and volunteer managers, however, regularly view a criminal record as a risk factor and make decisions to exclude individuals based on this information.
The consequences of this trend are deeply damaging on multiple fronts. On a personal level, individuals who have paid their debt to society find that they are facing years of social and economic exclusion. Those who have attempted suicide or successfully defended themselves against baseless allegations are being kicked out of school, excluded from employment and isolated from their communities on the basis of non-conviction records and police contact. On a societal level, placing increased and unnecessary barriers in front of individuals who are seeking employment and education is intensely counterproductive. For those who have committed a crime, employment – and the social networks and economic stability work provides – greatly increases the likelihood of successful rehabilitation and reintegration. Even police services are impacted, as they divert scarce resources to keep up with the growing demand – and are passing on a least a portion of that cost to prospective volunteers, not-for-profit organizations, businesses and the unemployed.

Businesses and organizations do have ethical, and at times legal, obligations to protect clients, their private information and their assets. These obligations do not justify any and every organizational practice aimed at risk mitigation. Organizations also have an ethical and legal duty towards employees, volunteers and applicants – not to discriminate against them, to treat them with dignity, to refrain from making decisions based on prejudice and stereotype, and to respect their privacy. We all also share a wider societal obligation to increase the safety of our communities by supporting the reintegration of individuals with criminal records. We must constantly strive to strike a balance between all of these obligations and search for the evidentiary foundation underpinning risk-mitigation practices – particularly when these practices have significant negative impacts on individual privacy and human rights.

The laws across Canada are inconsistent and provide a patchwork of protection and regulation. Most private sector employees are not protected by Canadian privacy legislation. Human rights statutes provide varying levels of protection, at times prohibiting discrimination based on pardoned convictions while leaving those with non-conviction records open to unfair treatment. Even in the jurisdictions that do provide relatively robust legal protections, many volunteer managers are not aware of their legal obligations. Those who do know that privacy and human rights laws apply remain risk averse – uncertain how to meaningfully respecting applicants’ privacy and human rights in the face of vague but ever-present concerns about risks to vulnerable individuals. Although there are statutes that set out seemingly coherent schemes limiting the stigmatizing impact of criminal records, they leave
most non-conviction records unaddressed. Based on our interviews, even the legal protections that are in place to limit the use of vulnerable sector checks are not understood and are regularly being contravened.

The current legal lacunae leave it to requesting organizations and local police services to decide what should be disclosed, to whom, and under what circumstances. Given the weak privacy and human rights protections in most jurisdictions, it is not surprising that both these communities default to the most risk-averse position. The police, concerned about protecting vulnerable individuals and potential liability for not sharing seemingly relevant information, frequently default towards greater disclosure. Employers and volunteer managers are similarly concerned about protecting vulnerable individuals and organizational assets and are also worried about potential liability for not requesting all available information – and not acting upon information if something is disclosed.

Canada is not the only country struggling with the human rights, privacy and societal implications of increased recourse to police record checks. In Australia, a 2006 report from the Victorian Privacy Commissioner identified very similar themes: the number of police record checks was growing and resulting in unjust impacts on large proportions of the community, prejudicing individuals and undermining the community benefit of reintegrating ex-offenders into society. In the United Kingdom, multiple appellate court decisions have restricted the release of police information on background checks. The UK government commissioned an independent report into the issue, which recommended restricting access to old convictions and to consider never disclosing “soft intelligence” to an employer via the standard criminal record check process. Across the United States, “ban the box” campaigns have taken hold and, as of May 2013, fifty cities or counties and nine states have decided to remove questions about conviction history from applications for public employment; four states and fifteen cities have extended the ban to private employers. More already have legislation pending, scheduled for approval in 2014. As Delaware Governor Jack Markell explained, “We should ban the box for state government hires this year… because marginalizing [people with records] helps none of us.”

The time has come for Canadian governments to address this issue. The widespread release of non-conviction records runs counter to the presumption of innocence; violates individuals’ privacy; and leads to discriminatory, stigmatizing exclusion from employment, education
and community opportunities. There is no evidence that broad use of criminal records materially reduces the risk of crime or violent offences in the workplace. To the contrary, systemic barriers to employment for ex-offenders undermine the significant efforts and resources put into reintegration and ultimately prejudices community safety.

Over the past four years various policing leaders, not-for-profit organizations, mental health organizations and privacy commissioners have actively attempted to address the policy issues raised in this report and have made concrete improvements in response to the concerns. Ultimately, however, this issue is cross-sectoral and requires a comprehensive legislative response to protect individual rights and the public interest. The following recommendations – both short- and long-term – are aimed at reintroducing perspective and balance to the societal use of police record checks.

Recommendations

1. To provincial, territorial and federal governments

   1.1 Governments should legislatively prohibit the disclosure of non-conviction records on criminal record and police information checks.

   1.2 Governments should introduce legislation based on British Columbia’s Criminal Records Review Act, establishing centralized bodies to conduct vulnerable sector screening and evidence-based risk assessments. These bodies should provide screening services for all positions that would qualify for a vulnerable sector check.

   It is not realistic to expect that police services, private organizations and individual volunteer managers will be able to unilaterally curtail the request for, disclosure of and use of police record checks on a large scale. The police records of those who are going to be in unsupervised positions with the vulnerable sector should be reviewed by trained and impartial professionals who use evidence-based risk assessment tools to determine whether there would be an elevated risk to vulnerable individuals. British Columbia’s Criminal Records Review Act should serve as a model for other provinces in this regard.

   1.3 Human rights statutes across the country should be amended to clearly prohibit discrimination on the basis of police contact, non-conviction records and criminal records of conviction.
1.4 Provincial and territorial privacy statutes across the country should be amended to provide privacy protection for applicants, employees and volunteers not already covered by existing provincial or federal privacy statutes.

1.5 It is in the public interest for individuals with a criminal record to have the fullest opportunity for employment. Governments should critically review legislative provisions that permit or require police record checks, as well as government grants and contracts that require the recipient organization to conduct police record checks. Recent federal amendments that further restricted Canadians’ access to record suspensions should be repealed.

Municipal, provincial, territorial and federal governments should conduct a comprehensive review of the policies, rules, regulations and statutory provisions that require or authorize police record checks in licensing or employment contexts. Those that are unjustifiable or overly broad should be repealed.

Governments should refrain from making funding grants and contracts conditional on the recipient organization’s conducting police record checks unless the contract language aligns with best practice principles for use of police record checks. Where a government entity comes to the conclusion that a specific organization’s role or history necessitates a contractually mandated record check program, the government should review the organization’s record check policies and practices to determine whether they follow best practice guidelines in their requests for, and uses of, criminal records information. This review should encompass not only whether they are record checking highly sensitive positions but also how they are treating the results of those checks and whether they are requiring record checks for too many positions.

Recent amendments to the *Criminal Records Act*, which made it more difficult and expensive to secure a record suspension (formerly known as a pardon) are counterproductive – particularly in light of the low revocation rate for pardons – and should be repealed.

2. To police services and police service boards

2.1 Police services should not disclose non-conviction information on criminal record and police information checks.

In the vast majority of cases releasing non-conviction records to employers and volunteer managers will not enhance public safety. These records contain information that is subjective and not easily interpreted.
or applied by laypersons. Disclosure of this information is highly privacy invasive and leads to discriminatory and stigmatizing decisions. This information should not be releasable on consent-based police record checks. Third-party record providers should not be permitted to mediate record searches of investigative and local records databases such as the Firearms Interest Police database.

2.2 Until recommendation 1.2 is adopted, there should be a strong presumption against the disclosure of any non-conviction information on vulnerable sector checks. Non-conviction information should be disclosed only in exceptional circumstances where there are reasonable grounds to believe that disclosure of this information will mitigate an identifiable risk to public safety.

We were unable to find any evidence supporting the use of non-conviction records as an indicator of an individual’s future behavioural patterns. Nevertheless, discussions with community groups show that there remain particularly strong fears about two categories of predatory crimes: child sexual predators and fraud schemes targeting the elderly or other vulnerable populations with financial assets. These scenarios seem to illustrate a concern about those who might intentionally seek out positions of trust or power over vulnerable populations in order to take advantage of them.

There may be exceptional circumstances where a non-conviction or police contact record gives rise to a reasonable belief that a particular individual is attempting to gain access to a position in order to take advantage of a vulnerable population. In such circumstances, police services may consider using their authority to release private information without consent for the purpose of protecting public safety.

Recent non-conviction records that show a clear, evidenced pattern of alleged predation on vulnerable individuals, sexually or financially, may meet this threshold. The focus of this examination should not be on general behaviour prediction but, rather, on identifying those who may be knowingly targeting vulnerable populations to facilitate the commission of criminal acts.

These cases should rarely arise, and the vast majority of record checks should therefore be processed in line with the non-disclosure presumption. To ensure that the guidelines and non-disclosure presumptions are appropriately implemented, the exceptional disclosure mechanism should be separated from the routine processing of record checks. Records clerks should not be charged with exercising discretion over the release of this information. Moreover, to tie the release closely
to a public safety rationale, the disclosure should be grounded in the permissible non-consensual disclosure provisions allowing for disclosure to protect public safety.

The Canadian Civil Liberties Association collaborated with members of the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police to develop the following proposed procedure for this narrow exception:

1. Records clerks will process vulnerable sector requests, which will include disclosure of convictions, pending charges and warrants, and pardoned sex offences.

2. In addition to the above standard checks, clerks will also query whether there are multiple non-conviction entries for relevant offences – namely,
   a. sex offences as defined by Schedule 1 or 2 of the Criminal Records Act when directed towards a vulnerable individual; or
   b. fraud-related criminal offences as identified in British Columbia’s Criminal Records Review Act.

   The multiple charges should reflect not just various aspects of one alleged incident but, rather, allegations of repeated criminal behaviour towards one or more persons.

3. If multiple relevant non-conviction records are found, the file should be passed on to a higher-level decision maker to consider whether the non-conviction records should be disclosed. The decision maker would evaluate whether, in the circumstances of the application, there would be a significant and imminent risk to the physical well-being or the property of a vulnerable individual, and whether the disclosure of the non-conviction information would reduce this risk. Factors to be considered would include:
   • the nature of the alleged offence,
   • whether the alleged offence targeted a vulnerable population,
   • when the alleged offence took place,
   • the number of allegations and whether they stem from a single complaint,
   • whether there is a pattern of allegations, and
   • why the allegations did not result in a conviction.

4. If it is decided that the non-conviction information should be disclosed, an additional page should be attached to the formal vulnerable sector check. This page should include the relevant personal information listed in s. 3 of Ontario’s Disclosure of Personal Information Regulation. It should also include an
explanation of the difference between a conviction and a non-conviction record. The document should be paginated to ensure the last page cannot be detached. The entirety of the record check should be released directly to the applicant.

5. There should be a reconsideration process allowing an individual to appeal the decision regarding the public safety risk posed by the applicant and the relevance of the non-conviction record.

2.3 Police services should bring existing policies into compliance with the intent of federal legislation governing police records, including the Youth Criminal Justice Act, the Criminal Records Act and the Criminal Code.

3. To businesses and not-for-profit organizations

3.1 Organizations should critically assess whether current record check practices are necessary. The majority of positions should not require any form of record check, and in general only individuals who are in ongoing, unsupervised positions of trust with or power over the vulnerable sector should be subject to a vulnerable sector search.

Organizations should limit their collection of private information to only what is truly necessary for a specific position. These decisions of relevance should be arrived at while taking into account the lack of evidence regarding the utility of police record checks. For the majority of jobs – including those where an individual is subject to significant oversight, has access to personal information or relatively small amounts of organizational assets – no criminal record check is warranted. Basic criminal record checks should be reserved for those jobs that do not engage the vulnerable sector but nevertheless unavoidably involve a significant amount of risk and low levels of employee oversight or accountability. In our view, jobs and volunteer opportunities that may warrant a criminal record check include positions in high-security environments such as correctional facilities, airports or nuclear facilities, and positions involving independent control over large amounts of organizational assets where ongoing oversight or auditing measures are not feasible to implement.

Vulnerable sector checks should be reserved for individuals who are in ongoing, unsupervised positions of trust with or power over the vulnerable sector. Although it is a difficult line to draw, CCLA suggests that individuals who incidentally come into contact with vulnerable individuals during the course of their work and those who
have infrequent, supervised contact with the vulnerable sector should not be subjected to a vulnerable sector search. Indeed, doing so may contravene the explicit limits established by the *Criminal Records Act*.

3.2 Checks that may disclose applicants’ mental health information and history of police contact are highly privacy invasive and likely contravene Canadian privacy law, where applicable. They should not be utilized.

3.3 Organizations offering positions that do warrant a basic criminal record check or a vulnerable sector check should develop detailed, clear, written guidelines. The full policy should be public and available to all applicants, and criminal record checks should be requested only once a conditional offer of employment has been extended.

Both profit and not-for-profit private sector organizations should, if they determine record checks are necessary at all, develop clear, written guidelines for volunteer managers and hiring departments. Organizational guidelines should specifically state which positions require police record checks and the level of check required, as well as specify exactly what types of criminal records will be relevant and why. If some kinds of records may be relevant depending on the circumstances, those circumstances should be explicitly stated and justified. Given the difficulties inherent in predicting future behaviour, the focus should generally be on identifying any individuals who may be intentionally seeking a position in order to take advantage of a vulnerable population or organization. The full policy should be available to all applicants, and criminal record checks should be requested only once a conditional offer of employment has been extended.

4. To third-party record check companies

4.1 Third-party record check companies should enhance transparency and clarity; fully comply with the *Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act* and provincial privacy statutes; and end services that provide or facilitate access to non-conviction records.

There was a wide range of privacy compliance among third-party record check companies. Those that are not in compliance with *PIPEDA* should take immediate steps to bring themselves into compliance. Most companies could also be more transparent regarding the scope of the record check services they offer. Consent forms should be posted.
online or, at a minimum, be available upon request without cost. There are continuing concerns that some of these businesses imply, through advertising and marketing, that they can conduct vulnerable sector searches. Moreover, given the privacy and human rights concerns that arise from the collection of non-conviction information, services that provide or facilitate access to non-conviction information should cease.

5. **To privacy commissioners and human rights commissions and tribunals**

   5.1 The development, interpretation and application of privacy and human rights law should take into consideration the most recent social science evidence regarding the dubious value of police record checks as a workplace screening tool.

   There seems to be an assumption – at times endorsed by legal doctrine – that a criminal record is relevant to predicting future employment-related behaviour. The only social science evidence found on this point suggests that criminal records are not correlated with the likelihood to commit future employment-related crimes. Both human rights and privacy frameworks should attempt to avoid unproven assumptions about risk, especially those based on stereotypes. In jurisprudence on randomized workplace alcohol testing, the Supreme Court has held that simple assertions of the inherently dangerous nature of a workplace are insufficient to show that randomized testing is reasonable. Similarly, employer or organizational claims about the necessity for and relevance of police record checks should be approached from a critical perspective.

   5.2 Where a privacy commissioner has the authority to initiate its own investigations, it should consider investigating the collection, use and disclosure of both conviction and non-conviction information for employment purposes by organizations within its jurisdiction.
Semi-structured face-to-face and/or phone interviews were conducted with a range of individuals, including both those who had knowledge of human resource practices within the private and not-for-profit sectors and those who worked for private third-party providers of police record checks. The majority of the interviews were private conversations with two researchers, although in some cases an organization had more than one person speak to us at the same time.

Potential interview participants were contacted through professional email lists and direct email outreach to a wide range of organizations and individuals. We asked all contacts to share the call for participation (which was also circulated on several listservs) with others who may be interested. We directly contacted nine companies that provide record check services to invite them to participate in the research.

We conducted thirty interviews over the course of four months. Our interview sample included:

- staff and executive directors at not-for-profit organizations,
- representatives of private companies that provide record checks,
- employees or executive directors of organizations that serve individuals with criminal records,
- one private sector human resource professional, and
- one individual employed in the insurance industry.

We obtained specific details about the record check practices of twenty-five organizations, twenty-two of which were not-for-profit organizations.

The organizations were located primarily in British Columbia (6), Ontario (7) and Nova Scotia (6), although we also collected information from four organizations that were national in scope and two in Alberta. The organizations varied in size, ranging from very small programs with two paid staff, to multi-service not-for-profit organizations with hundreds of staff and volunteers, to large private sector corporations. We also spoke to five organizations in three different provinces with experience training not-for-profit managers on the police record check process and screening in general; staff at those organizations had...
collectively worked with hundreds of not-for-profit organizations over many years and were able to provide us with a broader perspective on record check practices in the not-for-profit sector. We spoke to four individuals from three different private sector companies that provided police record check services and representatives from two different organizations that provide services targeted at individuals with criminal records.

Semi-structured interviews allowed the researchers to guide the interview, while giving participants room to steer the conversation to their particular experiences. Participants were asked about their thoughts and experiences with police record checks. Questions explored:

• whether organizations used record checks,
• why they used checks (or not),
• what procedures they followed, and
• how they used the results.

Individuals with a broader perspective on record checks – those who provided record check services, worked with organizations to develop screening or human resources practices, or helped individuals with records seek employment – were asked for their experiences with police record checks more broadly. Participants were also asked whether they perceived any challenges with police record checks.

Access to information requests were sent to twenty-nine police services across the country:

• Abbotsford Police Department
• Brandon Police Service
• Calgary Police Service
• Central Saanich Police Service
• Edmonton Police Service
• Fredericton Police Force
• Halifax Regional Police
• Hamilton Police Service
• Lethbridge Regional Police Service
• London Police Service
• New Westminster Police Department
• Niagara Regional Police Service
• Ontario Provincial Police
• Ottawa Police Service
• Peel Regional Police
• Regina Police Service
• Royal Canadian Mounted Police

B. Access to information requests
Police services were asked to provide any documents or policy guidelines governing their record check programs, as well as statistics showing the number of record checks processed from 2003 to 2013, including a breakdown by the type of record check run and the reason the check was requested. Police services were also asked for any agreements, notes, memos, correspondence, etc., regarding third-party record check companies.

We used combined keyword searches (“online screening company” and “police background check”) to compose a list of nine companies who provide police record check services in Canada. For purposes of the survey, we examined publicly available information (company websites) to find privacy policies and consent forms. Where these documents were not found, we contacted the companies directly to get copies.

Nine companies that provided police record check services were surveyed. The questions asked included:

- Is there a privacy policy accessible on the company's website, and does it address the privacy principles set out in PIPEDA?
- Is the scope of the company's criminal record check services clearly explained on the company's website?
- Are the relevant consent forms available on the website?
- Was the consent form provided upon request?
- Is the scope of the record check clearly explained on the consent form?
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